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sobriety  trend 
By Jana
 Seahadri 
Spartan Daily Staff 
Writer  
Phi 
Delta  Theta, an international college
 fraternity with 
180 chapters and 7,500 
undergraduate
 members across the 
United
 States and Canada, has decided to 
begin the next mil-
lennium with a renewed sense of sobriety. 
The SJSU chapter of Phi 
Delta Theta will implement the 
unanimous 
passage of the "Alcohol -Free 
Housing Initiative," 
which was




 in Lexington, Ky. 
The 
initiative  calls to ban all alcoholic
 beverages from its 
chapter houses
 as of July I, 2000. 
"The alumni
 leadership in our 
organization
 is very con-
cerned about
 the alcohol culture on 
college  campuses all 
across North 
America,"
 said Executive Vice 
President  Robert 
A. Biggs of Phi 
Delta  Theta International 
based  in Oxford, 
Ohio. 
The reactions among Phi 
Delta  Theta members are mixed, 
according
 to Biggs; some want it, some 
don't,  and the others 
are cautious. 
"I
 don't really  like this," 
said Rich Moore, a 
Phi  Delta 
Theta pledge. "I should be able to 
come home from work or 
school  and have a beer if I want to." 
Although Moore said 




benefit students, Jamil 
Nazeri, vice president of 
the SJSU 
Phi Delta 
Theta chapter, disagrees. 
. 
"I don't drink," 
said Nazeri, who described
 himself as not 
fitting the 
fraternity brother stereotype.
 "But, I don't think 
this 
ban  will really affect 




 become members even 




A study by the 
center  on Addiction and 
Substance  Abuse 
at Columbia University 
found  that alcohol is a 
factor
 in 40 
percent of all 
academic  problems and 28 percent 
of dropouts. 
The same
 study reported that 42 percent
 of all students have 
engaged in alcohol 
















favorite of businesses 
By 
Laura  Vanni 
Spartan Daily 
Staff  Writer  
Where to implement a new light rail route in 
the down-
town area 
was  addressed at the first public forum hosted by 
the Santa Clara Valley 'Fransportation Authority on Monday 
night.  
The VIA discussed two new inner
 city alternatives to the 
future alignment of 
the Vasona Light Rail Project that will 





alternatives plan to run through a 
future  Cal Train 
station and either continue through 
San Fernando, or turn 
onto Delmas Avenue curving onto San ( :arlos 
Street.  
The









heart of downtown," said Pete Lark° 




owners  stated at a Downtown Association 
meeting 
that they liked the San Fernando 
alternative  because 
it added more stops for people 
to visit the San Fernando area, 
said I'd Maresca, a San 
Jose downtown resident and business 
owner. 
Maresca pointed out that  





is)  a negative on San Fernando 
for people who 
own businesses.  
I hey might he out 
of commission for two 
years 
as their sidewalks get 
torn up," Maresca 
said.  
"San Fernando
 is the only main 
drag
 in downtown. By 
using Delmas and 
the
 
existing  San Carlos line, it 
will not 
impact traffic," said 








concern over the 
increase of traffic and noise 
that would come 
with the Delmas 
alternative.  
The new Vasona line will 
run five -and -a -half miles 
and 
add seven to nine new 
stations opening additional 
transporta-
tion into Campbell," said Doreen




Moreno said the  VA
 estimates the new line will receive 
See Ught rail,
 page 6 
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"There's a 
lot of money 
to be made 




contact  with 
people."
 







By Catherine Spencer 
Spartan Daily Staff Writer 
Standing below the tall palm trees lining the 
quad area in front of the University Dining 
Room, Dale Ozan attracts dozens of students 
who gather around 
him to listen to the sweet 
sounds of rhythm and
 blues on a sunny 
Tuesday 
afternoon.  
On a campus that doesn't have many street 
entertainers. Ozan's impromptu performance is 
a rare treat for many who happened to catch 







major Ann Morales 
said. "He is not 
someone you would  
normally see on 
other campuses." 
Ozan 






 and Central 
Classroom Building 
four years ago. He 
said he came to San 
Jose State University 
because he got tired 
of playing to 
audi-
ences in dark, 







rtthhey to be made 
in clubs, but you don't 
get the one-on-one con-
tact with 
people," Quo said. 
Pausing to listen to Ozan sing a rendition of 
the 1967 song, 
"I Heard It Through The 
Grapevine," 
which  was made famous by 
Marvin Gaye, passers-by seemed drawn to his 
voice. Numerous people approached Ozan after 
his performance, talking with him 
and  asking 
him questions. 
Ours 
doesn't come to the campus regularly 
 only when the mood strikes him. That's 
when he can be 
found belting out popular 
tunes that range from Top 40 to gospel. Some
 
of his favorite artists include Luther 
Vandross,  
Stevie Wonder and James Ingram. 
Observers seem impressed
 by Ozan's talent, 
dropping
 coins arid dollars into his wicker 
See Singer, page 6 
Dale Ozan
 hopes to spread his word and col-
lect enough money for his dinner as he belts 
out a gospel tune for students passing by 
Wednesday.  















By Rhonda Studer 
Spartan Daily Staff Writer 
The Rainbow 
Works volunteers At the 
Billy Darank Lesbian and ( ;ay 









 the South Bay community 
at the 











the Billy Dehrank Gay and 
 
From





































 ( :enter for its signif
 
,ontribution 
to the gay, lesbian, and 
bisexual community m the South
 Bay," 
( .ouncil Member
 Frank Fiscalini said. 




 on the 
lifestyle 
they represent.
 They have 
remained 
dedicated in 
helping  the com-
munity in 
a variety of 























addition, they provide support groups
 in 
which anyone is welcome to join. 
"Since their Mutating they have 
done 
an outstanding job in really helping in 
educating the community in the needs, 
hopes, and aspirations of the gay and les-
bian community," Hscalini said. 




 to accept the 
award 
on behalf of the late African -
American drag queen
 for whom the cen-
ter WAS narncd after. 
'Flie center represents
 three important 
values for many of its members. 
First, the center represents a way of life 
for the gay, lesbian, and bisexual 
commu-
nity. Second, it represents the home and 
heart for many of the activities of its 
members. Third is the way the center rep-
resents the members hope. 
Jo -Lynn Otto, program director at the 
Billy DeFrank Center and a member of 
Rainbow Works, said she appreciated the 
acknowledgment of the contributions 
they have made to the community. 







Spartan Daily Staff Writer 
Fourteen years, four inonths
 and seven 
days. 
That's how long 
Mumia  Abulanial has 
been in prison for the 1981 murder of a 
Philadelphia police officer  a 
murder  he says 
he didn't
 commit. 
Every man on death row claims to be inno-
cent, but few have worldwide support in those 
claims. Aliti-Jamal, christened
 Wesley Cook, is 
among those few. 







Emergency Response Committee 
is one such 
group. 
'Hic committee is sponsoring "Freedom
 
Quest: Free Mumia 
Abu Jamal!" on Friday at 
the Santa 
Clara  Civic Auditorium to increase 
awareness  of 


































"Live  from Death  
Row"  
and
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t may have taken 25 years, but the 
University has 12 
official  women's athlet-
ic teams that make up about 40 percent 
of the total number of student athletes. 
According to the U.S. Department
 of 
Education's Civil Rights office, that means 
the University is squarely
 within the limits of 
25 -year -old law. 
However, collegiate athletic departments 
should not reflect on the anniversary
 of the 
federal law known as Title 
IX with satisfac-
tion. 'the nationwide
 collegiate community 
has made 





at the university level, hut 
the journey 
is
 by no means 
complete. 
When .1 itie IX passed in 1972, it 
promised to give across the board, equal 
opportunities for
 women in higher educa-
tion. At its heart, the law addressed every-
thing from tenure
 reform to admissions, but 
its greatest impact has been on college sports. 
Without Title IX,
 most athletic directors 
might not have 
sponsored
 women's teams. 
Even
 today, some schools readily admit that 
they wouldn't have 
women's sports teams if 
they didn't have 
to. 
Under Title IX, the U.S. Department of 
Education can withhold all federal dollars 
from 
institutions  that do not achieve total 




That includes entirely 
equal  budgets for 
men's and women's programs: equal 
recruit-
ing funds, equal
 player scholarships and 
equal average salaries for coaches. However. 
that degree of financial gender equality has 
rarely evolved. Nationally, on the average,  
women's sports programs receive 25 percent 
of athletic budgets. 27 percent of recruiting 
dollars and 38 percent
 of financial aid, even 
though in NCAA Division
 I schools, women 
make up 52 percent of the student 
popula-




 to be content with those 
numbers.  
The federal government cannot
 allow college 
athletics to lag in terms 
of gender equality. 
No one can expect 
woman's  programs to 
have the economic
 strength and 
popular
 sup-
port of men's programs
 overnight, but a 
quarter of a 
century  was not 
an unreasonable
 
amount of time 
in which to make














 won and 
received monetary 
compensation. 
While  the 
threat



















































law  and 


















































Financial  assistance 
does 
not  benefit, help 
Third World countries 
T here can be no argument that the people in 
Third World 
on 
III ries are poor and scraping out 
meager eXISIenCe just to stay alive. 
Unfortunately,
 no matter how much money we give to 
the less -developed countries. nothing seems to help them 
better  their situation. 
Since 1%0 we have loaned approximately $1.4 tril-
lion dollars. Obviously, 
that
 money hasn't helped them 
much since poverty is still prevalent. 
So what did it achieve? Did it 
stimulate  growth in 




 who run them? 
Appointed by the Clinton 
Administration, Brian Atwood, 
who runs AlllefiCA'S Agency for 
Int  cum' ional Development, 
WAS faced With a sharp budget 
cut. Ile was forced to 
choose  
just four
 goals to focus on. 
I lowever, instead of putting 
relief of poverty 
at
 the top of 
the list, it was disregarded 
for 
more important issues such as 
building democracy and fos-
tering economic development. 
So what does this mean? It 
means that highly 
developed  countries no longer 
have
 the 
luxury of donating 
millions of dollars to help out the 
Third World nations. 
Even if 
they did, from past experience it 
has  proven 
that it hasn't helped the less -developed 






Aid was first seen AS a transitional device to help coun-
tries result a point
 where -their own economies would 
eventtially become self-sustaining. 
In reality, the countries that 
have received the most 
aid and have the highest levels of capital investment, have 
grown very little, such AS sub-Saharan Africa. 
Why is it then that some Third World countries such
 
as Chiria and Vietnam have had their 
economies  grow 
extremely fast, with virtually little 
aid  to help them out? 
The Ninth cannot be 
accused
 of not helping the 
South 
with their high poverty  rate. 
There conics a point when the 
political  system of 
thew countries should 
he held accountable for their own 
problems. Their failure to control their 
populations, with 
the lack of stability and 
poor  economic planning, have 
stunted the development 
of their country and their peo-
ple. 
The fai I that representative democracy 
has  been 
almost atomi  as a situ,
 iuir.uI feature in the political histo-
ry tif
 
I at iii Alnefie A, for 
example, nsay help explain why 
their AdVallt entelll has 
heel]  Minutial. 
It has been ShOW11 that tountries with A democratic 
SOCiety have IltilVed IOWA A better way of life. 
lii on( !town, the tendency
 of aid is to compensate 
for failure rather 
than  to reward success. l'he North can't 
keep on dumping money into these countries without 
seeing the laIlSitiVe results it is intended
 to supply. It's not 
doing our economy any good, nor is it helping to reduce 
poverty.
 
It seems obvious that if we donate another 81.4 nil --
!kill dollars, 
history  will ttlia repeat itself: Countries will 
he Mil ol money, the plight of impoverished citizens will 
not  Ise improved and the politicians of their countries 





Ronda  Slider if a Spartan Daily Staff 
Writer. 
A 







Jarnal.  I'm a journalist, a 
husband, a 
father,  a grandfa-
ther and an 
African  American. I live in 
the 
fastest
-growing  public housing 
track in 
America. 
In 1981, I was a reporter
 for 
WUHY and president 
of the Philadelphia 
Association of 
Black  Journalists. Currently, 
I'm a writer and a 
public  radio commenta-









hear  my 
regular 
reports
  from death 
row, this is 
Mumia Abu-Jamal 
on your public radio 
SIAI1011."  
A lot
 of people have never 
heard Mumia 
Abulamal  say these 
words.  This is how the 
death
 row inmate begins his public radio 
commentaries.  
The journalist has been on death row since
 1982, after 
being convicted 
of killing police officer Daniel Faulkner 
on Dec. 9, 1981. I lowever, Abu jarnal's life, and the trial 
surrounding his conviction, has 




 Committee is sponsoring 
"Freedom Quest: Free 
Mumia Abu-Jamal!" on Friday at 
the Santa 
Clara Civic Auditorium to increase 
awareness  
of his plight. Abu-Jam:41's
 CAW Will Also be 
discussed as 
part of the
 Social Environment  Justice conference at 
SJSU 
on Saturday. 
For those who don't know who 
Abu  Jam' is, or the 
story involving his arrest, 
here  are the facts: 
 Faulkner was found shot 
in the back and face after 
pulling over William Cook,
 Abut-Jamal's brother. 
 Abu-Jamal was 
found  shot in the chest at the scene 
with his licensed .38 caliber pistol nearby. 
That is all that is known. What 
happened  that night 
is unknown. Before 
jumping to conclusions, however, 
people should look at the larger picture
 that includes 
questionable evidence
 and witness testimony. 
First of all, Abularnal, who had never had a previous
 
arrest,
 had the gun with him because he moonlighted
 as 
a 
part-time  cab driver, and 
ally Philadelphia
 nighttime 
cab driver who didn't carry
 a pistol with him put his life 
at risk. 
Of the two 
witnesses  who positively identified Abu-
Jamal as the gunman, 
one was a prostitute with serial 
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coerced her into identifying Abu 
Jamal or 
else face time in prison. 
The other was a 
cab driver on probation for a felony 
arson 
conviction. There is also another witness 
who filled out a police report after the 
shooting. She said she saw someone flee-
ing the Rene the night of the shooting, 
but neither the prosecution nor the 





was  found at 
the scene, but the bullet that Was 
removed from Faulkner, according to the 
medical examiner Marvin Aronson, was a 




 introduced into the trial. 
Abu -James gun was never examined to 
see if it had been fired, nor had Isis hand to see if there 
was any lead residue. 
Because Ile could not afford a lawyer, Abu-Jamal 
chose to represent himself. The presiding judge, Albert 
Sabo (who, according to the NAACP
 Legal Defense and 
Education Fund, has handled down more than 
twice as 
many death sentences as any judge in the 
country),  com-
plained that Abu-Jamal was taking too long interviewing
 
the juror and replaced him with a court -appointed
 attor-
ney. Abti-Jamal 
objected and was eventually put out of 
the counroom, which kept him from large portions of 
the trial. 
The case is a perfect example of why people of color 
and poor people in this 
country
 feel negatively toward 
America's judicial system. Here is a man who was a jour-
nalist and had never been in 
trouble
 with the law. A man 
who was driving down the street and saw his brother get-
ting brutally beaten by a police officer. Given the histor-
ical relationship between police officers and inner-city 
communities, it is understandable why 
Abu-Jamal  
rushed to his brother's aid. 
But despite the evidence pointing toward Abulanial's 
innocence,  this brother remains on death row without 
getting the opportunity for another trial. He has been an 
for 14 years of his life ---- far away from his fami-
ly, friends
 and profession, and hke many others is a mod-
ern-day
 political prisoner. 
Lamy  Lee ff the Spartan Daily Executrix. Editor. 
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 judges people on their achievements: 
what they have or haven't 
done.  When a person 
applies for a job, a prospective employer
 evaluates 
the
 applicant on his or her previous
 work, memberships 
in organizations,
 conviction records or outstanding 
awards. However, the employer doesn't usually look at 
what obstacles the applicant had to 
surmount
 to get to 
where he 
or
 she is that day. 
Measuring
 men and women on their successes and 
failures does not 
accurately  determine the quality or 
competence of 
a person. Instead, people should be 
assessed based on what they have survived or endured. 
Overcoming adversity builds character and molds indi-
viduals into 
who they become. 
There are thousands, even 
millions of cases when ordi-
nary people do extraordinary 
things or where someone must 
prevail over extreme circum-
stances. These people are rarely
 
acknowledged, and if they are, 
it is for a brief moment on the 
nightly news, which is 
shortly  
forgotten. By just 
examining  
the people around
 you, a per-
son can probably find at least 
one of these unsung heroes. 
Take for example the boy 
whose  father suddenly goes 
into a violent seizure




 panicking or 
crying




the assistance of a 
dispatcher,  the boy is 
able
 
to report the 
emergency and direct 
rescuers to his home. 
Because he acts 
quickly, the boy's dad 
gets the medical 
attention that saves his life. 
Consider the single
 mother of two children
 who 
receives welfare and 
nutst  pull herself up by the
 boot 
straps. This wonian is looked
 on by the public as a lazy 
person who 
would rather spend the free money she 
receives from taxpayers than get a real job. But this 
mother keeps going despite the 
negative
 stereotypes. 
She is determined 
to make a better life for herself and 
her family. This woman goes
 to college, gets a degree 
and becomes a successful accountant  all while single-
handedly 
raising her two children. 
Or what about the man 
who  escapes from a building 
engulfed in flames 
only
 to rush back in when he discov-
ers the life of a  young infant 
is in jeopardy? The man 
teats instinctively and 
manages
 to emerge with the 
frightened 
child  unscathed, lie rescued a life 
without  a 
second 
thought.  
'filen there is the mother 
who  has a sick daughter 
suffering from a 
rare  kidney ailment. 
This  woman 
spends day and
 night sitting by her 
child's  side, lending 
moral support 
and keeping up 
the  little girl's spirits
 even 
though this mother
 is dying on the 
inside. Deep down
 
she is afraid her 
daughter  will never









°time  ol energy
 to keep it 
together  
and not
 let her 
daughter
 see her 
cry. Many 
years  pass 








These  are just a 
few of the 
situations  where
 average 









 but they 
are there if 
you 
dig 
Iwyond  the 
surface.  Sadly, 












awards  for 
valor  or per-
severance.
 If these 




would  be 
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 tell,- it is 







 behave like 
%ChM,'
 - yard 
bullies.  t is 
tea  ten ing 
financial
 aid and 
research  funds. 















appalled  and 
insulted  by the 
inaction of the
 
c ha tic elicit 
and t rosters 
who 
have neither










heinous federal extortion. 
N,X'1: will not
 forget 
this  cow -
Letter to the 
Editor  
ardicc and «implit Its', 
clips  tally 
coming
 from the sante Mimes 
and chant clior who have nut VC( 
a  led Any form of 
domestic
 
partner benefits, despite  
the fact 
that many moor Silicon Valley 
firms.
 and even 
Mickey  M  , 
have established this minimal 




clause  of the university' 
can  be 
repeatedly 
compromised  against 
lesbian and gay people, who is 
next? 
'I  he (ay and 
Lesbian 
Faculty anti Stall. 
Assoc  halm is 
adamant that absolutely no stu 
dents on this campus should 
he 
subject to prejudice or 
punitive  
threats. As an organiiation.
 we 
will continue to 




that means that the 
focus 
of
 attention cannot shift
 
from SJSU, either locally or 
nationally. 




































































































































































Solutions  lSJSU 
Marketing
 
Intetnship Group) invite everyone to their presenta-
tion to Smythe
 Pontiac Dealership today at 9:45 
a.m, 
held,
 as you 
may 
have
 guessed, at 
the Smythe 




 Michael Cruz at 262-5654
 for 
details. 
Give  a book, buy 
a book 
I he librart 
donations and sales unit is welcoming 
donations  to its ongoing 
book  sale 10 a.m. to 3 
p.m.
 
today in WLN 408
 and the lobby of the Clark 
libraty. Contact 
the
 library Acquisitions department
 
at 924-2705 for 
more  information. 
Don't burn up on re-entry 
ha Re-eturs Advistits 
program is hosting the 
((raduate School, Who Me?" brown hag lunch 
today  from 
12:30 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. in the 
Student  
Union's Pacheco 





 the story 
Attend Mass with the Ministry 
I 
he Catholn. 
Campus Ministry is holding its 
daily 
mass  today from 12:05 p.m. to 
12:30 p.m. at 
the John XXIII center across San Fernando Street 
from the SJSU Theater. Ginny is your information 
source




Students  Association is  
holding
 a gen-
eral meeting to discuss 
upcoming  events today at 
12:30 p.m. 
in the Student Union's 
Costanoan 
Room.
 Contact Lukhee Singh at 926-3922 for 
spe-
cific information 
on this general meeting. 
Meet a PE teacher 
I he Student California 
teachers Association 
invites you to meet 
and speak with Pat Vickroy, a 
Physical 
Education  Teacher from the Gilroy Unified 
School District today at 1 p.m. in Sweeney
 Hall 
Room 




Fat facts for greenbacks 
The Department of Nutrition and Food Science 
is offering to test your
 body fat percentage for only 
$5 today
 from 1:30 p.m. to 3:30
 p.m. in CCB
 103. 
Get the
 skinny on this event from




 your resume 
right 
I he 
Career Center invites you to their seminar 
"How to Write a 
Resume," held today in the 
Student Union's 
Guadalupe room at 2 p.m. Contact 
the Career 
Resource  Center at 924-6033 for details. 
Asians discuss issues 
SJSU 
Counseling  Services 
continues
 its Asian 
Student 
Discussion  Group 
today,
 like every 
Wednesday, Rom 3 p.m. to 4 p.m. in 
Administration
 Building Room 201. Asian 
American students are invited to "meet each other 
and explore 
academic,  cultural and personal issues 
while 
developing  coping skills in a supportive group 
environment."
 Contact either 







The Akbayan Club is holding a 
meeting/work-
shop on 'fagalog today at 
3:30  p.m. in the Student 
Union's Umunhum 
Room.  Leave a message on 
thc 
Akbayan's voice mail at 534-1140
 for more inhu-
mation.  
Face the real world 
the 
SJS12 Marketing Club invites
 you to meet 
with recent 
graduates




 majors should expect in the 
real world today at 4:30 
p.m. in the Student Union's 
Almaden Room. Michael Cruz in the man 
with  the 
plan 
and  he's at 262-5654. 
They
 advise you to attend 
the
 Re-entry Advisory Program is holding 
evening 
advising this evening from 5 p.m. to 6:30 
p.m. in the lobby of Admissions and Records. 
Contact lane at 924-5950 
for
 the particulars. 
Cultured 
folks dance 
1 he Akbayan lob invites you to their culture 
night/folk dance practice tonight from 
6 p.m. to 9 
p.m. in the Student Union Loma Pricta Room. Fill 
the Akbayan's voice mail with your questions at 534-
1140.  
Black graduation meeting 







101. For specific information on this general meet-
ing contact them at 924-7915. 
Baked Goods Sale 
I he Library and 
Information  and Science 
Students (LISS)
 will he selling baked 
goods  and 
refreshments  from 9 a.m.
 to 2 p.m. at a table 
in the 
Student Union 
to support ongoing 
activities of its 
club. 
Enjoy a free 
dinner  and lively 
discussion  
the Episcopal Canterbury
 Community is hosting 
Easter 
reflections
 and a discussion at 5:30 
p.m.  to 7 
p.m.
 in the Student 
Union  Costanoan 
Room.  
Everyone is 
welcome,  and there will be a free
 dinner. 
Contact  Anna at 293-2403. 
Compiled by Andrew
 W. Davis 
Spartan  Daily Staff 
Writer 
Student






Spartan Daily Staff 
Writer  
Kimberly Wirth will graduate
 
from
 San Jose State University
 with a 
master's degree 
in business adminis-
tration, despite recently passing away 
in a car accident.
 
Wirth,  who 
graduated
 in 1993 
with a 
bachelor's  degree in 
psycholo-
gy 
with an cmphasis 
on
 clinical coun-
seling, returned to 
SJSU to work part-
time  on her MBA. She 
would have 
completed 
her degree this spring. 




the business graduate pro-
gram, stated in a letter to her
 family 
that Wirth would
 receive her degree 
posthumously.  Nance said he recog-
nized the amount 
oldedication  Wirth 
put forth in 
achieving
 her MBA and 
the importance
 she placed on accom-
plishing
 
her academic goals. 
On 
the afternoon of Feb. 9, Wirth 
was
 driving south on Highway 
101  in 
Redwood  City, when two racing cars 
cut her off,
 causing her to spin out of 
control  and hit the centet divider. 
Soon after, 
another  automobile 
traveling
 at what was 
estimated  to be 
more than 
100  miles per hour,
 struck 
her car
 cutting it in half and throwing 
her 
front  it. 
She was 





 With a .12 alco-
hol level, the
 driver of the 
car who hit Wirth was 
charged with not only dri-
ving 
under the influence, 
but also causing
 injury and 
vehicular manslaughter. 
the legal blood alcohol 
content 
is
 .08 in California. 




 said they are still 
looking for 




a Nissan 300 
ZX and a 
Mazda RX-7. 
"Kim was 
definitely involved in 
the community," 
said
 Wirth's sister, 
Tracy 
Gaylor.
 "She volunteered, help-
ing out the elderly and watched 
chil-
dren at a Sunday Sc hool nursery." 
In June of 1992, Wirth was
 
crowned Miss 
Santa Clara, a 
competi-
tion she entered 
because
 of its scholas-




 to Wirth in a 1992 
Spartan  Daily 
article, "focused








the  age of 
three  and 
used her talent
 to win 
many 
competitions  in 
tap and jazz. She 
was 





times throughout high 
school and college.
 
Wirth was also active 
in the SJSU community. 
In 1992, Wirth 
performed  with 




dancing at the Silicon 
Valley Ball. 
Wirth was an 
active member of 
SJSU's Campus Crusades
 for Christ 
and was 




Wirth  went on 
to become an engineer 
at Litton PRC, 
at 
Onizuka Air Force 
Base in 
Sunnyvale. 
According to Gaylor, 
Wirth
 planned to use her 
MBA  to 
delve int() the 
marketing  side of engi-




memorial service for 
Wirth  held on 
Valentine's
 Day. 





 Valentine's Day 
because 
Kim had touched 
so
 many 






"She was a joy to be 
around." said 
Vincent Stephens, an 
SJSU graduate 
student 
who  met Wirth in class. "I 
will treasure the brief friendship 
we 
shared. Kim is a very special 
person  




out that Wirth was 
careful 
about keeping up with all her 
relationships.
 People from as far as 
the East Coast and
 Southern 
California came to 





 is receiving letters and 
cards five 
weeks  after her death," 
Gaylor  said. "What most




 have heard from 
all  
the letters, is that people loved her 















751 0 It noon, 
0,
 Near Valley Fair Non 















every  drive there are 
enormous possibilities.
 After all, we didn't 
get to be 
the 
biggest name in storage 
technology  by thinking 
small.
 That's why we look for
 people with big ideas 
and high expectations
 for their future. 
Exceptional  talent. New 
perspectives.  Achievers 
with  drive. If 
you're ready to 
make  the leap from the 
challenges  of school to 
those  of a career, you 
won't  find more 
exciting  technology or 
more
 diverse possibilities 
anywhere.  Now that's an 
achievement. 
We
 are seeking interns who
 are ideally seniors in 
an undergraduate 
program
 or have advanced 
to a grad-
uate program 
and will be eligible
 for hire within one












































Region Market Analyst 
(MBA w/ Technical 
Undergraduate  Degree) 
Rewrite 
Channel  Engineer 
(BSEE/MSEE) 
Marketing and Communications 
(BA) 
Get more 
from  your career 
than
 the same old drive





in Silicon Valley 
Thursday,
 















If you are unable 
to attend, please mail or fax
 your resume to Quantum, 
Human Resources Dept , 
Job Code CC/S.104015B, to. 
Quantum  Corporation. 500 
McCarthy
 Blvd., Milpitas, CA 95035, 
fax (408) 894-6049. Ref C197.
 See us on the World Wide Web: 
http://www.quantum.com.
 
E-mail jobsOcIntm corn 
Modem  access (415) 903-5815. 8, N, 1 
ANSI/VT100
 Principals only 





























 Tiffany Sanchez 
Spartan 
Daily  Staff Writer 
Todd Duncan plays two sports 
at
 
SJSU, in different seasons, 
filling  
very different roles. But the sopho-
more brings two common elements 
to
 
the soccer and baseball fields  
effort and dedication. 
"When Todd is on the field, he's 




 SJSU's soccer coach Gary 
Si. Claire, who led the 
Spartans to A 
10-6-3 overall record
 last season. "As 
a coach, it's refreshing




 because he's 
intelligent, he 
listens
 to what I want 
and he challenges
 me by making 
sure
 








 patrols that very well because 
he's not 










-year,  two -sport ath-
lete, Duncan
 brings experience and 
skill to SJSU's soccer team as well as 
its 
baseball  team. 
A two-year 
starting  defenscman 
for the soccer team, 
Duncan  played 
key
 role in 
SJSU's
 surprise 1996 
season. Duncan teamed 
with senior 
C.J. Brown to anchor a defense that 
helped the  Spartans finish with a 4-
2-2 record in their first season of 
Western Athletic Conference play. 
For Duncan, who earned all -
league recognition in both soccer
 
and baseball while lettering twice in 
both sports at San Jose's Bellarmine 
Prep, being a fierce athletic competi-
tor means 
dedicating  yourself 
wholeheartedly to any sport. 
"I've been playing both soccer 
and baseball since I was 5 years old," 
Duncan said. "Being an athlete is 
something I've enjoyed ever since I 
began playing little League with my 
friends. les just something I do well. 
With sports, it's all about concentra-
tion, about focusing on what you 
want to do and training yourself to 
accomplish those goals. For me, 
being
 a two -sport athlete means not 
only keeping my level of concentra-
tion up, but also improving my 
playing techniques throughout the 
year." 
Besides embarking on a success-
ful collegiate athletic career. Duncan 
was
 
named to the 19% WAC all -
academic team for soccer. 
"Todd is a dedicated athlete and 
a dedicated student," said 
Brown, 
Duncan's defensive mate. "Not 
only  
does 
he keep up with his grades, but 
he
 knows how to push himself both 
on and off the field. When he's out 
there on the field, he's  always work-
ing hard to better his game, which is 
the sign of a strong athlete." 
While Duncan dedicates his 
efforts on the soccer field to keeping 





are focused on 
helping the Spartans produce runs. 
Duncan has started 28 of 37 




Spartans, and is batting 
.257 with 
four home runs and 22 RBIs. 
the 6 -foot -1, 180 pound right 
handcr has also logged five innings 
in four appearances as a relief pitch-
er. 
"Todd is one of the outstanding 
student -athletes of this entire insti-
tution," said SJSU's baseball coach 
Sam Piraro. "Ile's an excellent Sill -
dent with well above A 3.6 CPA,
 as
 
well  as being an incredible athlete 
who is extremely hardworking. 
"Ile's what you would call a 
solid  
citizen in every
 sense of the word. 
lie has a very bright future as an ath-
lete and 
we
 are honored to have 
Todd in our program."
 
After graduating from 
SJSU
 with 
a degree in civil engineering, 
Duncan hopes to have 




like to become a profes-
sional athlete," Duncan said. 
"Probably
 a baseball player, they 
make the most money,  but 
that's 
not a big deal to me, I'll go and play 
wherever they'll take
 mc because I 
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*Become a teacher leader 
*lie part 






Lam your teaching credential by joining the 
learning community in one of 
two  credential 

















Severe Disabilities Level I 
Credential Program 
Applications




































 BY BRENNA 
JENNISON   Spartan 
Daily 
Sophomore Todd Duncan plays soccer
 and baseball while pursing a degree in civil
 engineering. He has been 
playing both sports since he was 5 years 
old, and hopes to eventually be drafted 
into major league baseball. He 
may even be chosen by his favorite 








By Mike Traphagen 
Spartan Daily Staff
 Writer 
The Spartan football team will 
have its first official practice under 
new head coach Dave Baldwin today 
during the team's spring practices of 
the 1997 season. 
The players will not practice in 
full pads, but 
they
 will have a full 
plate of new plays and formations to 
learn in the coming weeks.
 
"We're  just going to use this time 
to implement some of the new termi-
nology in the offense,"
 Baldwin said. 
"It's going to be 
a limited practice 
with the guys only wearing helmets 
 no pads. And we'll only he going 
seven -on -seven instead of a full 11 -
on -11 practice.... I think you'll see 
players with positive attitudes once 
we get out there and show them the 
offense."
 
The new SJSU 
offense
 will feature 
four wide receivers and one running 
back, which is a change from
 former 
coach John Ralston's 
offense that had 
two running backs, two wide 
receivers and
 a tight end. 
The 
Spartans start practicing 
without last year's starting center 
Harry Daniels and defensive lineman 
Shon Kendall, who arc hampered 
with injuries. 
NC -AA rules do not permit teams 
to have official meetings
 until today, 
but Baldwin said his team has spent 




produced in the 
weight room more than it ever has in 
the past," Baldwin said. "That's why 
I brought in a strength and condi-
tioning coach as my ninth coach." 






























 like a TV 
set
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 a not stricken






 in to spout-
ing 
cheesy  puns. 
lane Olsen 
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 LIKE YOU! 
Motivated.




small -package company 
seeks  individuals 
to 























handle  on average of 15 20 
pounds  
TO APPLY. 












A CALIBER SYSTEM COMPANY 
throughout the 
tournament and in 
defeat, 




at the collegiate 
level. 










could  tell you the 
same. 
While Pitino paced
 back and 
forth in front 
of his bench, you 
could almost
 feel the ground shake
 
front
 the wheels turning in 
his head. 
Actually the 
rumbling  could have 
come
 from somewhere else  please 
insert your own poke about (hall 
,tti,
 
Ii Ri, k Majerus here 
Manaus  poked with the media 
about  his 
Ill4/1/CIISIty  












season before its first 
game.  
Ildd our equipment manager 
we'd be 
lucky to win 19 games this 
season," Pion° said. 
"(Others  on the 
stall) 
were thinking we'd win 25, but 
ther we lost our first game they 
wanted to lower their numbers." 
lie repeatedly said
 he WAS nutty 
proud of this year's team than last 
year's because it 
"played
 with more 
" 




Rumors have surfaced that 
Pitino  
,ould 
the \,)c ili 
us
 tor the 


















to coach in 
the 
pros,  which
 he tried 
once 
before  with the New York 






major beef he had 
with the Knicks 
WAS 
that he didn't 
have
 any 
With the Celtics, 
he would be thus 
G.M. and 
coach  witlt complete pet 
sonnet control. 
Pitino will leave because it's an 
opportunity to return to 




 return to the state
 where he 
attended college (UMass) and landed 
his first





will leAVe because of A 
MR C 
in A laTtime NBA







Antoine Walker, A player %Int lilt 




Punt° will leave and go 
from 
being the best c 
ott 
It at the 
collegiate
 
level to the best in the NBA. 
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and  East 






























Implied.  The 
classified 
columns
 of the 
Spartan  
Daly consist el pad
 advertising 
and ratitsats
 are not 







LOOKING  FOR ROOMS
 
to sublet to 
students interning
 in 







  $900/MO. 




















it bdrm in quiet 
safe
 apt. complex. 
Share kit
 & bath. Near
 
Leigh, 5 min 
from 
SJSU. Pool cluthouse
 & comma 












Performs 62188 Notebook 
150 both w/modems. Great cord 
Must sell.
 





CIVIC  SI HI 91 Loaded! 








FUNDIUUSER  Rase $500 
in 
5days  Greeks, Groups, Clubs, 
Motivated 
Individuals.




 ext. 33. 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIPS NOW. 
Surf: www.scholarship4u.com 




MULTICULTURALISM is a form 
of BRAINWASHING! Affirmative
 
Action is racism. 
STUDENT
 DENTAL PLAN I 
Only $57.00 per year. 
Save 30% - 60% 
on your dental 
needs.
 
For info call 1-800-655-3225. 
SERVICES
  
LAUREL OFFICE SERVICES 
Writing   Editing 
 Typing. 
SpreaOsheet













GUITARIST  now 
accepting 
students
 who wish 
to 
excel 








































Specializing  in candid
 and 
sports action 
photos.  You 
keep 
the  negatives! Baiw
 
or 
color avail. Affordable hourly
 
and day rates.
 Contact Steve 
at: 





subject.  Why suffer and get poor 
grades


































































etc. For more Info, please 
call
 
Dave Bolick at 1110401-91134. 
VISA/MasterCard.





 and Writing 













 Organic - Inorganic 
English: Speak-
 Read -Write 






100% PURE ADRENALINE! 





 experienced by 
skydiving! 
Tandem,  Accelerated 
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft. 
SJSU student owned & operated. 







Computer  Co. 
3549 Haven
 Ave isH 





Mac SE &Classic 
MAC Ilsi, ci, cx 
POWER MACS 
5200. 6214, 6100 
MAC
 LC580 
Inkjet & Laser Printers 
Dot Matrix Printers 
HEALTH & BEAUTY 
ELECTROLYSE CUNIC. 
Unwanted hair removed forever. 
Specialist.  Confidential. 
Your own probe or disposable. 
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose. 
247-7486. 
MEN 8 WOMEN 
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
 
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing 
or using 
chemicals.  Let us perm& 
nenty remove your unwanted hair. 
Back - Chest Lip  Bikini  Chin  
Tummy etc. Students & faculty 
receive 15% discount. First appt. 
1/2 price if made before 6/1/97. 
Hair Today Gone TOMOITOVI,




SAMPLE A WILD FOOD FREE 










Campus  Insurance Servoe 
Special Student Programs 
Servng SJSU for 20 years 
"Great 






"Good Student" "Family 
Multioar"  






Also open Saturdays 9-2. 





Michael  Nordin said.
 "Even though 
nothing 
at
 Heavenly is 
really  steep, 
Mock  Canyon 













 is too costly. 
"It's








If you want 
to
 appreciate 
the  finer 
things in winter
 life. Kirkwood





PROCESSING   

















 Resumes, Reports, 
etc. 




CALL (408) 272-1552. 
*AFFORDABLE& EXPERIENCED*
 
Graduate  Studies, Thesis.
 Term 
Papers.
 Nursing, Group Projects, 




Punctuation/  Editing. 24+
 vs EQ. 
WP 5.1/HPLaser. PAM'S 




SUZANNE'S Word Processing 
510489-9794 (Ilue/Res/Msg) 
Word Processing & Editing 
Both 
Acadernic/Bus
 %Stork Accepted 
Reports  Theses  SALA/TURAB 
 Expert In APA Format
  
WP 5.1/6.0 - Laser Printer 
7 Days a Week 7:00am  9:00pm 
RELIABLE-




Science  & English 
papers/theses  
our specialty. Laser printing. 
APA. Turabian 









Call Paul cr Virginia 406-251-0449. 
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE?? 
or NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE? Term 
papers, thesis,  resumes, group 
projects, etc. Have a 
typewriter 
to complete your applications
 for 







 Notary Public. 




We need people who
 speak: 
English, Spanish, Korean, 
Russian, Japanese, Chinese and 
any other languages to help 
expand our business locally, 
Nationally & 
Internationally.  




Golden State T's, a leading 
sportswear 
distributor,







 Pull  
orders  







 Work 20 or more hrs/wk 
 Monday -Friday 
 
$7.00 per hour 
Work for a company that truly 
appreciates its staff. Apply 
in 
person 
between 8am & 5:30pm. 
Golden State T's 
2110 Zenker Road 
San Jose,
 CA 95131 
At the corner of Charcot and
 







to 26,000 SJSU 
students & an ambassador










 the dialogue 
among  students. Serve
 as a 
member of 
key campus committees. 
Cormdbrunt 8 
Compensation 
8 - 10 hours per




August 1, 1997. 
May 31, 1998. 
All applicants
 must be matricu-
lated SJSU students
 in good 
Standing. Interns must maintain 
full time 










climate issues is 
preferred.
 Candh  
date must have 
ability
 to commu 





 Office, Tower 
Hall 206. 
Applications  accepted 
until 5pm 
on April 17, 1997. 
*Reese 





AMTRAK-  POISON MOND to post 
bulletins & 
schedules, Also need 
Sketch  Artist. Call 271-4989.
 
CHILI'S 
BAR  8 GRILL in search 
of 
Foodservers




oriented people apply in 




Creek Blvd. San 
Jose.  No Calls. 




office. Assist in 
warehouse.  
Exp. needed. Call Lisa 275 1784. 
PRIMARY PLUS 
ACTION 
DAY  PRESCHOOL 
Teachers/Ades  . 
ECE or Experience Preferred. 
EOE. Call 3700357. 
SERVICE REPS NEEDED to 
deliver & set up our exquisite 
cuisine. Our company
 vans. 
Excellent DMV & good people 
skills required. 6 a.m.-10 a.m. or 
10 a.m.
 
-2p.m. weekends as 
needed. Also need on-call 
servers.  
Call  2469422 after 12:00 
p.m. 
PART-TIME TELEPAARKETING 






 & Afternoon) $10.00 
per 
Fr.
 Pus bonus'. Call 408287-6670 
for an 
interview. 
YMCA SUMMER DAY CAMP JOBS! 
If you like the outdoors,  like 
working with 
chidoin
 a, teens. & 
have special skills in camping, 











Please call your local Y for more 
detailed nformation an application. 
Central  YMCA 
-296.1717
 




(Ins Gatos, Saratoga) 
*Northwest YMCA -2577160 
(Cmertino, Santa Cara. Sunnyvale)
 













 steep chutes, phenom-
enal mogul runs and 
powdery bowls. 
Don't worn, 
if you haven't 
mastered  
the technique




 like The Wall or Thunder 
Saddle,
 because you can
 hang out at 
the Timber
 Creek Base Facility
 and 
take a few lessons.  
There are also a 
variety  of groomed 
runs for interme-
diate
 skiers and 
boarders.  
Located 
35 minutes from South 
Lake Tahoe 
on Highway 88, 
Kirkwood 
is
 famous for deep 
and  dry 
snow. 





 '95 and '96 
were
 the deepest 
TEACflERS/JUDES/Camp Leaders 




 gm MF Wring re sch. v. 
F/T during summer
 camp program. 
Excellent salary, no ECE req. Los 
Gatos-Sara. Recreation. Call Janet 
at 354-8700x23. (Not avail. 
school yea? Call for 
sunnier  employ 
life guards & camp leaders). 
SUMMER DAY CAMP JOBS 
If you 
have
 experience working 
with kids ages 313 and want a 
fun summer job working outside 
CALL CITY OF CAMPBELL 
RECREATION-
 866-2740 NOM 
WILLOW QIN INCYCIES is looking 





 Experience is a must. 
lease call 








 of the 






Must  have at least 12 ECE 
units. Preferably 3 
infant  units 
and 6 months experience. Call 
(408)  746-1954. 
EARLY CHID EDUCATOR FAVORS 
City of Campbell 
Recreation 
is seeking Summer Day Camp 
Counselors who have experience 
working with 3-5 year olds. 
CALL 
866-2108  FOR INFO. 
PART TIME POSMONS - 
2-3 week project. EASY WORK. 
(408) 848,1023. Ask for Mike. 
GREATER Opportunities Program 
positions: Management, 
Direct 
Care. Support Specialist,  Paid 
Roommate. & 
More! Flexible hours, 
P/T
 
A F/T Cal 
408/2484464.  
VALET PARKERS
  P/T, nights & 
weekends for private parties in 
Los Gatos/Saratoga area. Must 
have min. 1 year 
customer service 




professional  attitude only. 
19 yrs+. $5.75/hr.  + tips. 
Call Mike. 800-825-3871. 
Software Development Swam 
Territory




YOU NEED A JOB WITH A RR1JREI 
We will train you for a full-time 
position with our nation-wide firrn. 
We offer:
 




Grouorate Health Care 
Coniplete Management
 Training 
You must be career minded. 
(That's
 Ail) Call 408 345
 3936. 
YMCA  NOW HIRING DIRECTORS 
and TEACHERS for school age 
and preschool child care. Full 
Time & Part Time. 6 15 ECE
 or 
related units. For more info: 
call Mary  2983888. 
SANDWICH 
MAKERS  $7.00 HR. 
Mon thu 
T11. 10arn2pm. Sourdough 
Eatery. 848 N. First,  St. San:lose. 
SECURITY  ACUFACTS, INC. 
NO EXPERIENCE 
NECESSARY  
Great for Students. 
F/T or P/T. All shifts. 
Top Pay with Many 
Benefits! 
Call or app/ in person. Mon Sun 
77.  
4082865880.
 555 D Stotler Ave. 
Between San Carlos aid 
NM
-1W 
behnd the Cud and Party Skye, Si  
depths
 of any 
resort  in North 
America. 
"Kirkwood
 is good 
because  they 
offer a discount  
rate for college 
stu-
dents," said Templeton.







Located a few 
minutes  from South 
Lake, Sierra -at
-Tahoe  always seems to 
maintain terrific 
conditions  on 46 
slopes and trails. Take
 any 
one
 of the 
ten lifts, and 
gain
 instant access to ter-
rain that
 is 25 percent easy, 50 per-
cent 




They also offer four "Fun Zones" 
for both 
skiers  and boarders. From 
Pipeline, the  Gauntlet, Pyramid Park, 
to Snowboard Alley, you can have the 
chance to jump embankments, exe-
cute jump turns, or glide on the
 pipe. 
If the 
conditions  are right, the tree 
skiing can be some of the best avail-
able anywhere in the area. 
"Sierra is a good mountain," said 




anywhere.  It's also an 
excellent mountain for beginners and 
intermediates. Plus their food is 
superb!" 




FT & PT 
positions  avail,  in busy 
whole  foods restaurant. All 
shifts 
avail,  flex 
hours.  $7.50-$8.00/hr. 
to 
start.
 Must be 18+ yrs. 
Ask for 
Wendy or Julia: 
7339446.  
SECURITY 
F/T & P/T 
-Will  Train 
Day, Swing & 
Grave  Shifts 
Permanent





TEACHER, PT/FT at high quality, 
tic, dropin 
play center for 2-12 yr 




environment. Benefits avail. App.), in 
person at KldsPark: 
 Near Oakridge 
Mall,  281-8880 
5440  Thomwood Dr., Si 
 
Near Valley Fair, 
985-2599  
2858 Stevens Creek 
Blvd. SJ. 
 At the HUB, 
510-792-9997
 
39102 Argonaut Way. Fremont 
 NEW Westgate Mall 
Call Heidi at 2818880. 
MANAGER TRAINEES
 




 earn $4000/mo 
base+com. Corp seeks energetic 
people for management. Start 
now. 5785197. 
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We 
sell discount subcriptions to Bay 
Area  newspapers. Auto dialers. 
Flexible try,
 9am-9pm. Downtown 
near 
Veal  - 4 blocks from 
SJSU. 





Part-time, Flexible Hours. 
Great for Students! 
Serving Downtown
 SanJose, 
Inner City Express. 
22 W . Saint John St.
 San Jose. 
LOOKING FOR WORK??? 
Hundreds of job listings 
available 
in the 
CAREER CENTER'S JOB BANK. 
Visit us in 
BC 13 to get access. 







from  best SJ restaurants. 
Flexible 
hours. Great for Students! 
Need own car. 
Call Dine IN @998.3463
 now. 
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED 
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips. 
Students needed in the immediate 
ass. Fulliime/part-time 
openings.  
Call today 1-415-968-9933. 
International  Bartenders School,  
PART TIME TECHNICAL Sales 










customer's requirements & work 
with our programmers to develop 
custom  applications. This position 
requires basic knowledge 
of 
internet and WWW environment. 
familiar with PC/workstation 
operating 
systems, Window NT, 
Window 95 and Unix. 
Knowledge  
of Java and database 
packages is 
a plus. Excellent verbal & written 
communication 
skills  a must. $15 
to $18 per hour plus commission. 
Must own vehicle and insurance. 
Please Fax 
resume to Marketing 
Dept. Webman Technologies Inc. 
 4082433186. 
$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL 




call  301-429-1326. 
DAILY CLASSIFIED - LDCAL RATES FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES CALL 408-924-3277 
Print your 






 Rates: 3 -line 
minimum 
One 
Two  Three 
Day Days Days 
































 set in bold 
for no extra 
charge 




 $70  
10-14 
lines  $90 
15-19  

























 s located in Dwight Bentel Hall. Room 209 
 
Deadline  10 00 a m two  weekdays before publication 
10 All ads are prepaid  No refunds on canceled ads 
 Rates for consecutive publications dates only 
111 
QUESTIONS?
 CALL (408)9243277 
 Special 
student
 rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person 
in DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required. 
**Lost & 













































HANDS-ON  EXPERIENCED 
PC & 
MAC  TECHNICIANS 
To 
load
 & configure applications. 
Windows 95 & NT Windows. 
*Troubleshoot  hardware software 
& networks.
 
Good communication skills to 
interface 
customers.  




 qualified, get resume to Otit Sean
 





 Call: 924-3928. 
*IMMEDIATE OPENINGS 
 Receptionist, Office  Clerk 




 Testing Optr. 
 Warehouse Clerk 
Cali 408/9428866
 or 




1778 Clear Lake Ave. Milpitas 
Hwy 680 exit Landess Ave. turn 




Fishing Industry. Learn how 




mo. + benefits (room




1-800-207-5365  ext. A60418. 
HELP WANTED Men/Women 








will train. Immediate 
openings 
your local area. Call 1-520-680-
7891 ext 0198. 
   POSTAL JOBS    
Up
 to $1529/1-r plus benefits 
415-339-8377  24 res. 
$
 EARN EXTRA CASH 
up to $120/weeki 
Become a Sperm Donor. 




Contact California Cryobank 
415-324-1900, M -F, 8-5pm. 
SUMMER JOBS! Roughing It Day 
Camp SF East Pay. Hang ful season: 
Group Counselors & 
Instructors:  
horseback  ride, canoe, fish, swirn, 
row, crafts, mtn. 
bike, sports, rock 






Seeking teachers and subs for 
our school age day care program. 




noon positions available. F/T 
employment available during 
summer break. This is a great job 
to gain experience. Units
 in ECE, 
Rec, Psych, Soc,
 or Ed required. 
CALL: 408.379.3200 x21. 
LEADING WIRELESS COMPANY 
seeking customer service repre-
sentatives. FT/FT. Flex hrs. Salary 
+ bonus. Will train. Call David H. 
@408-441-8600.
 
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED 
for egg donation, Desperate Asian 
couples need your help to conceive. 
Can you help? Ages 21-29, 
non-smoker, 
healthy  & responsble. 
$3,000 stipend and expanses pad 
Other etniolties also needed. Reese 
call WWFC 1-510-820-9495. 
Certain
 advertisements In 
these columns may refer the 
reader to specific telephone 
numbers or addr   for 
additional Information. 
Classified readers should be 
reminded that, when nuldng 
these further contacts, they 
should require complete 
Information before sending 
rnoney 
for goods CV 6INVIC11111.
 
In 
adretion, readers should 
carefully Investigate
 al lines 
offering employment listings 
arcoupons for discount 
















PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED 
10 
Rough  it 
14 Actor Phoenix 


















































n 1996 09991 near,,,'
 Syffrlit .0, 
32 Loamy soil 


















4 Put on the 


















































11 Actor Baldwin 
55 Reddish -brown 
57 Swiped 
12 -- and mild 
horse  
60 Metric weight 
13 Pea 
container
 56 African 
unit 
21
 Hoglike animals 
antelope 
61 Noisy 
23 Writer's credit 
58 Nonsense 
63 Manicurist's 












place of exile 






60 Large green 
67 
Marlins'  town 





































































lihc University of Iowa decided
 to 
ban alcohol
 at fraternity parties in the 
fall of 1995 
after a tragic incident on 
its 
campus.  On Sept. 8, 
1995, 








 a night of drinking at the 
fraternity
 house and died.
 
'Iwo
 fraternities at the University 
of. 
Idaho  were under police investiga-
tion for alcohol abuse in 1995. Police 
officers issued citations for five alco-
hol violations, including providing 
alcohol
 to minors, during a year-end 
bash at the Alpha 'Tau Omega house. 
Another party left a hillside by the 
Delta Tau Delta house covered with 
broken beer bottles and crushed beer 
cans, which is a violation of city ordi-
nances. 
According to the SJSU University 
Police Uniform Campus Crime 
Reports, there were 10 liquor law vio-
lations reported on campus from 
January through July 1996. Numbers 







(Al')   Walter 
Cronkite  underwent quadruple 
bypass surgery 
Tuesday after a 
clogged artery problem showed up 








 further details. 
New York Hospital
 confirmed 
that the 80 -year -old  broadcaster was 
a patient but referred
 all other ques-
tions
 to his office. 
Cronkite retired 
as
 anchor of the 






In recent years, he 
has been pro-
nto( irig 














The numbers of liquor law 
violation  
have been decreasing for three years: 
in 1993, 47 violations
 were
 reported; 
in 1994 there were 46; and 43 viola-
tions 
were  cited in 1995. 
"The fraternities on 
the SJSU 
campus arc reasonably responsible on 
the whole," said Lt. Shannon 
Maloney, UPD public information 
officer. "The International Fraternity 
Council has created rules and regula-
tions to resolve some of these issues." 
According  to Maloney, there has 
not been any major incident in any of 
the
 fraternity houses that warranted 
police intervention. 
Joanne Shibles, coordinator of 
Greek  Life at SJSU, said there are 12 
International Fraternity Council fra-
ternities on campus governed by the 
IFC and 20 non-IFC self-governing 
Greek letter organizations. 
Phi Delta Theta, an !EC fraterni-
ty, was founded at Miami University 
of Ohio in 1848 and was the first fra-
ternity on 25 college campuses. Its 
international headquarters are in 
Oxford, Ohio. The SJSU chapter of 
Phi Delta Theta has about 50 mem-
ben, which includes students and alcohol is not going to solve the prob-
alumni. 
lems. 





Shibles said. "To my 




 this is the 
national
 
hol," Delucchi said. 
first national organiza- Preferring
 to make 
tion that is going





 free in its Delucchi said he 
chapter housing from that is going to understands why 





 said she hopes this ban. Alcohol is 




which can be 







and he has seen 
tional fraternity will members  abuse it, 
follow suit. Sigma Nu, 
from the year 
Delucchi
 said. 
with 210 chapters 
2000." 
National sorori-
across Canada and the ties already are alco-
United SUMS, will also hol-free. 







ten to ban alcohol 
Greek Life coordinator 
different men's fra-
substances for the year   ternities across 
2000. Sigma Nu at North 
America and  
SJSU has 
also joined the substance hopefully they will study
 this initia-
ban, tive, analyze it and join us before 
Paul Delucchi, former SJSU 2000," Biggs said. 




rent house manager, said banning of the SJSU Phi Delta Theta chapter 
Light 
rail 
coMinued from page 1 
6,000 to 7,000 riders daily, offer-
ing an alternative to the highly 
congested Highway 17, many of 
them coming from the down-
town area.
 
"The vrA will make the final 
decision to the alignment based 
on comments 
we
 receive," said 
Daniel lasofano, a 
VA
 represen-
tative. "It is important to the city 
to rely on comments." 
The public was instructed to 
consider base cost, operations and 
maintenance  cost, impact on the 
existing
 Transit Mall capacity 
and construction impacts and 
construction
 time. 
The l)elmas alternative will 
connect into the Transit Mall, 
which runs along First, Second 
and Santa Clara streets. The 
prospective base cost for the line 
is $140 million. It will have some 
impact on existing properties and 
take 12 months to construct. 
The San Fernando Avenue 
alternative will cross  the
 Transit 
Mall, cost $153 million, main-
tain capacity for future lines into 
downtown, have a greater impact 
on existing properties, and 
require 24 months for construc-
tion. The first year will be used 
for utility 
relocation.  
Jim Wightbody, manager of 
planning for VTA, said he pre-
dicts riders to be the
 same on 
either route 
and both would fre-
quent
 the primary destinations, 
Cal Train and downtown San 
Jose. 
Wightbody points out that 
planning for the new Vasona 
Light 
Rail  Line goes back into the 
1980s and is in the early stages. 
After considering public opinion, 
the VTA will vote on which alter-
native will benefit San Jose. 
Another public meeting is 
scheduled for Wednesday, from 7 




Community Center, located at 




continued from page 1 
University of California, Santa Cruz 
Professor Bettina Apthekar. 
Dwight Frey, co-chair of the 
Emergency Response Committee, 
said the event is an opportunity for 
the committee to disseminate infor-
mation about Abu-Jamal's case, net-
work with others, as well as draw 
attention
 to other political prisoners 
such as Jeronimo Pratt. Pratt is a for-
mer Black Panther convicted of 
killing a 
police officer. 
Pratt,  like 
Abulamal, claims his innocence. He 
has been 
denied  a new trial. 
"Quite
 
a few people  don't know 
about 
(Abu-Jamars)
 case," Frey said. 





lot  of 
people 
would  consider a 




 that view would change, if 
those
 
people scratched the surface and look 
beyond what's been publicized in 
the
 
mainstream media. Frey said the 





Rudy Marshall, chairman of the 
Bac Area Black Media Coalition, 
agrees. Marshall said Abu-Jamal's case 
hasn't been covered in the main-




Bakst,. are Aware of 
the ease, he said, kit t hey can't write 






 is optimistic about the 
event's outcome. "(I hope students 
come and get) All increased respect fig 
modern freedom 
lighter who is an 




Whitehead said Abu-Jamal 
reminds him of Stephen Biko, a 
South African
 who was killed for 
speaking out against apartheid. White 
police officers
 have recently come for-
ward to admit the killing and ask for 
immunity. Biko's story was 
told
 in 
the movie "Cry Freedom" starring 
Denzel 
Washington.  
What happened in 
Abu-Jamal's case? 







Faulkner stopped a 
Volkswagen. One 
art 
the two men inside 
was 
Abu-Jamal's  
brother. Abu- Jamal 
drove past and SAW the 
officer beating his 
brother with his 
police -issue flashlight. 
According to the offi-
cial record, Abu-Jamal 
shot Faulkner three 
times 
 once
 in the 
it was a .38 -caliber pistol  not a .44. 
The bullet, according to 
Whitehead,  
is now missing. 
A jury recommended 
that
 Abu-
Jamal be put to death July 3, 1982. 
Supporters
 say jurors were 
anxious  to 
go home and celebrate Independence 
Day. Mumia was granted a stay of 
execution Aug. 17. 1995. 
Whitehead said although Abu-
Jamal is on death row, 
  he isn't a lost cause. 
"People need 
















 and twice more 
after he fell to
 
the ground. Abu-lamal 
was also shot
 in the altercation. The 
defense said Witnesses
 
after the trial 
said it wasn't Abulamal who pulled 
the trigger but the passenger in the 
Volkswagen.
 
Ihe man fled and hasn't 
been seen SITICe. 
At the time, the Philadelphia 
Medical Examiner determined that 
the .44 -caliber  bullet that killed 
Faulkner couldn't have come from 
the gun 
found on Abu-Jamal because 
What's  happening to 
Abu-lamal,
 
he said, is 
proof  the United 
States is a "powerful 
nation out of control."
 
"People need to 
wake up to the clan-







singled out because 
he 
WAS trying to bring
 
about







 Ise them." 
Frey said 
it's 
important for Abu-Jamal to keep 
writing, "It's his only source to get 
out the truth." 
Abu -lama! is  writing from 







 space of 
his 
own.  
tic's not in prison in regard to his 
mind." 
The Philadelphia Supreme Court 
is considering whether or not to give 
MUTIA a retrial in light of new evi-







p. to 11p.- Friday













San Fernando) Rotrni 189 
THIS F VENT IS WHEEL
 
CHAIR  ACCESSIBLE INDIVIDUALS NEEDING 




 M 406 924 6260 
AS
 SOON AS POSSIBLE FOFI MORE 
EVENT  









"We're hoping to influence that 
decision," Whitehead said. 
Frey said all Abu-Jamal supporters 
want is for the truth about Faulkner's 
murder
 and Abu-Jamal's involvement 
to conic out. 
"All 
we
 want is a 
fair  trial fin 
Mumia," he said. 
Tickets are $13 
for  adults and $8 
for seniors, and those with student 
identification. Tickets are available at 
the
 
Santa  Cruz Civic Auditorium Box 
Office (408) 




will also he dis-
cussed as part of the Social 
Environment Justice conference at 
S1SU
 Saturday. Frey and Leonard 
hiller, from the Defense 
Committee, 
will host a lecture on political prison-





The Jesvieh calendar le 
a lunar calendar 





is now the IFC treasurer 
for the cam-
pus fraternities. Stanley said the issue 
was first brought 
up
 at the national 
convention in Orlando, Fla., which 
he attended 
last
 summer. It was 
rejected because there was not suffi-
cient time for the 
transition, and 
Stanky feels the three years will help a 
great deal. 
"It's kind of unfair for just us to do 
this," Stanley said. "We'll be much 
happier if the  other fraternities went 
along with this ban as well." 
Prior to the initiative, there 
were
 
II alcohol -free Phi Delta Theta chap-
ters throughout
 the nation. They 
were at Ashland 
University
 in Ohio, 
Arizona State University, 
University 
of Colorado at Boulder, Colorado 
State University, Hanover College in 
Indiana, Indiana University, 
University of Michigan, University of 
Montana, Oklahoma State
 
University, University of Vermont
 
and Westminster
 College in Missouri. 
"We
 have had very, very 
positive 
reactions from
 all of the alcohol -free 
chapters,"  Biggs said. "The ban has 















improved  physical 
main-







 for 30 years, 
and it's 
been
 great," said 
Christopher  
Kandus,  Phi 
Delta  Theta 
chapter
 









been  the highest 
on campus, 
accord-
ing to Kandus, and he 
referred to the 
brotherhood  and 
friendship spirit of 
the fraternity which he 
said  has noth-
ing to 
do with alcohol. 
Biggs said he 
hopes this initiative,
 
which has been 
referred to as "bold"
 
and "courageous,"
 will renew in 
their  
members the qualities
 that the frater-
nities have 
always
 stood for: fellow-
ship, academic excellence,
 leadership 
and moral growth. 
continued from page 
1 
donation basket. 
Sam Torres, husband of an SJSU 
material science major, said it was 
nice to listen to music while he wait-
ed for his wife to get out of class. 
"I really like him 
because he sings 
a good variety of songs. He is a 
friendly man and seems 
to know a 
wide mixture of people," Torres said. 
Although
 Ozan loves performing, 
he mainly earns his living running 
Ozan's Fashions, a family -owned jew-
elry business in the 
East San Jose hills. 
As a sales clerk, Ozan helps his moth-
er sell jewelry at gifts shows and festi-
vals. While 
Ozan receives a steady 
Award
 
paycheck, he said singing for a few 
hours
 earns him a little extra cash. 
"Everyone needs
 money to live on 
so every little bit helps," Ozan said. 
"It sure 
beats  the heck out of sitting at 
home doing nothing 
when
 business is 
slow." 
In addition to social interaction, 
singing also brings Ozan a 
great deal 
of satisfaction. 
"Sharing my talent makes a differ-
ence. People tell me that there are 
times when things aren't going well, 
but hearing  my music puts a song in 
their heart and brightens their day," 
Ozan said. "This is why I come here." 
continued from page 1 
"It's really nice to 
be considered 
that we're part of the 'family 
at
 the 
table,' to use that expression," Otto 
said. "We would really like to con-
tinue to work with
 
the community 
because our values are the same as 
the rest of you all." 
Penny Dionne, a member of 
Rainbow 
Works,  also feels the 
need to give back to the 




human  beings too, and 
we
 just would like equal rights for 
everyone. Since
 we are part of the 
community we just want to give 
something back," Dionne said. 
ekTERPRISE-
THE ENTERPRISE TEAM has 
opportu-










and want a career in Management. Ideal 
candidates  
will have work experience 
in
 sales, customer service, 
fast -paced retail, participated in 
team sports, or held 
leadership
 roles in student clubs. If your interested 
in
 






CAREER CENTER TODAY! 
A Representative
 from the Bay Area 
will be conducting on -campus interviews  on: 









SAN JOSE STATE 





Continuing Education, ADM107 
Snide', Union
 Information Center 
Student






or on the Work! Wide Web at... 
http://coefed.sisi.ede 
Register through Touchtone. 
(all 408-283-3250,
 Mondays  Fridays, 7:00 am - 
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 by appointment  new and former students 
First day




Conveniently located near 
j5 
and Saratoga Avenue 
and on the information highway at http://www.westvalleyieduiwyc 
SUMMER SESSION 1997 
11.000
 fruitvale Avenue, Saratoga, (A 95010 (408)141-2001 
SUMMER 1991 CALENDAR 
2 Sessions 




4 Week June 
16 - July 11 
SESSION I 
6 Week June 16  July 25 
Pick up registration card  continuing and new students   beginning 
April  1  
same 
Tel -Reg (with credit card only)  continuing students   
April  7 -18  
same 
In -person registration by appointmentcontinuing students   
beginning April 7  
same 





 14  
same 
 June 16   June 16 
 June 19   
June 23 
DROP  without "W"   SEE REGISTRATION PRINTOUT  ALL SESSIONS 
Fourth of 
July  Holiday   
July 
4 College Closed   July 4 College 
Closed
 
DROP with "W"  
July





 this date  
July 7  
July 16 
Last day of 
classes & 
final  exam  
July






 16 - July 11 
For exact beg./ 
end  dates, check schedule 
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who is a high school 
graduate  or is at least 18 
years old can 
attend
 West Valley College. High 
school
 students may also attend 
with  
written 
recommendation  from the high school
 principal or counselor 
Call 741-2001 for more 
information  and business 
hours.
 Our address is 
14000 Frunvide





 register for summer classes 
in a number of ways. This 
year, for the first time,
 we are offering telephone 
registration  for students 
wishing to 
charge their registration
 on MasterCard or Visa.
 
 Tel -Reg- - - 




 '97) Students 
April  7-18 
New
 or Former 
Students  April  14-18
 
(Be sure you 
have an application on 
file





CALL: (408) 741-2400 
 In -Person 
Registration--- by appointment only (Come to 
Admissions  and Records to pick up Si) 





 at 10:00am) 
Continuing (Spnng '97) 
Students 
New or Former Students 
Beginning April 7 
Beginning April 14 
(Be sure you have an application on file to register) 
HOURS: 







applications  and registrations can be 
processed for those 
paying fees 
using  a credit cant The 
fax  number is (408) 
867-5033.  
 Mailed applications and 
registrations  will be processed as they 
are received
 Please mail all appropriate forms Si the
 Admissions Of-
fice, West Val ky College, 
14000  Frudvale Avenue, Saratoga, CA, 
95070  
NEW and FORMER STUDENTS, 




classes  before you have completed
 orientation, 
but you MIST complete 
orientation  BEFORE you can 
register  for FALL 
classes. You may still he 
required  to complete assessment
 before enroll-
ing 
in a summer session 
of
 English, ESL, math 
or
 reading. See the Sum-
nier/Fa111997 
Class  Schedule for more 





Students with AA 
degrees
 or higher do not 








 students will be 
required to pay 
erindlment  fees, 
basic  fees, and rani 
- 
resident tuition
 (if applicable). 
Other  fees may include 
parking, mate -
red fees or fees for
 returned checks 
Students with 
B.A. or B.S. 
degrees no longer
 bare to pay a 
differential  feet 
 Enrollment 
Fees - Students pay
 813.00 for each 




 a class is 




 Basic fees include
 a $2.00 Campus 





lealtli  fee and
 a $2 00 
Tel -Reg 






Out -of -stale or 
non-resident  tuition 
IN C11:1101
 to each 
student
 whose legal
 residence is 
outside the 
state of 
Califonua.  The 
1997-98 tuition 
fee is 8120 per
 semester  
unit.  A capital outlay
 fee of $500 per 






Parking  Fee A 
summer semester
 parking permit
 may be pur-
, I 
at the 
Admissir  ills 
Office
 for $15.00 
beginning 




 will not 
he
 replaced by 
the College 
 Returned 
Check Fee A 
processing  fee of 
$15.00  will he 
hireed for 





 or closed accounts
 llus fee can be as 
high as $50(J0 
drriilinrg 
on
 the tesporese 




xlinquency"  will be 
placed I/II the students








Account  Closed 
checks
 may be 
considered  a cnininal 
of-
fense and may 
he referred to the Distnct






 and he:dul 
fees will he waived 
for students who are
 eligible 
for the 140;inl cut  Governors
 
Waiver





at (hr  Financial
 Aid Office (in 
the Admissions 







Enrollment and basic fees 






classes before the 
drop deadlines listed under 
each class
 listing
 on the 
students registration receipt. 





classes as follows: 
Full refund  
before or dunng
 the first three 
days




during  the 
fourth,
 fifth and sixth 
day of instruc-
tion 
One-third  refund 
dunng  the seventh.
 eighth, and 
ninth  day of in-
struction 
Parking
 fees will he 
refunded
 at the 
Cashier's
 window (In the
 Admissions 











 the first day of 
class,  you must attend a 




the  instructor can accept 
any additional students, 
s/he  will sign an 
ADD slip. Take the 
add slip to the Admissions
 Office within 24 
hours.
 
There, the add slip can
 be processed and you can 
pay  your fees. 
The add 
slip  must be presented in the 
Admissions  Office prior to the 
deadline published. In 
addition  to a signed add slip from 
the instructor, 
you must meet all pre- and corequisite 
requirements.  If it is determined 
that you have enrolled in a course for 
which  you have not met the pre-
requisite or successfully challenged the prerequisite,
 you can be dropped. 
Your fees will be 
automatically  refunded. 
DROPS/ (LASS 
WITHDRAWALS  
See Summer Session calendar and your registration receipt for dead-
lines. 
A letter grade other than a "W" will be assigned for students who drop 
classes or withdraw Inn the College after the deadline to drop. 
It is the student's responsibility to drop a class officially to avoid a pen-









 are governed by the same 
regulations and stan-
dards 
applicable during the regular 
school year, with the exception
 
that students on 
Academic  Probation or 
Disqualified  Status may at-
tend
 the Summer Session. 
Consult  the current College
 Catalog for 
further academic 
regulations












 corequisites are 
MANDATORY  You must
 have satis-
fied prerequisite 
requirements  BEFORE 
you  attempt to register. 
See  the 
Summer/Fall 1997 
Class Schedule 
for  more information.
 Pre- and 
corequisites 
may be challenged 
under  certain conditions.
 See the Sum-
mer/Fall 1997 
Class  Schedule. 
Recommended  
preparations  are 














West  Valley College
 has established
 a grading
 policy which 
adds 
credit/no




 B, C, D, and 
F used in 














 studies not 
in the 
usual 































available  for 
review  and 




































West  Valley 




















 above is GREATER
 than the actual 
registration  tees. then 
only the registration 
amount will be 







 the actual 
registration
 






submission as a 
partial  registration If partial 
registration
 cannot be 
performed,
 your registration packet will 
be 





















first  day 
of school


























































































































30, 1998. Students 
are encouraged





 are subject to 






 Board of Governors




services  fee 
























 California Grant Program (CalGrant B& C) 
KEY ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS 
(NOT LIMITED TO) 
 Be a U.S. citizen or eligible non -citizen 
 Have a declared program of study 
 Demonstrate financial need 
 Not be in default or owe a refund 
REQUIRED APPLICATION FORM: 
 Submit a Free Application for Federal Student
 Kid (FAFSA) 
REQUIRED STANDARD DOCUMENTS AND/OR 
FORMS: 
 Institutional Student Information Report (ISIR) 
 
Financial  Aid Data Sheet 
 Copy of Social
 Security Card 
 Copy of Resident Alien Registration (i.e., green card) 
 Financial Kid Transcript (from other colleges) 
OTHER DOCUMENTS THAT MAY 












 miscellaneous forms 
BOOKSTORE 
Books and 
supplies  may be 












Mon through 'Flair, 





 M -F 8:00am
 - 4:00pm 













































ECOn 1A Or demo prof  
Bee 
reparation  Math -102 Analysis of the 
allocation  








Room designahons are as follows: 
AAS 
(Arts  8 Applied Sciences) 
AL 
(Art Lab) 













 10 minutes 
before the end
 of
 the hour to allow 
a 10-minute 
passing  
1 Course Number 
2 Course Name 
3 Prerequisite  (Prep Level of 
knowledge, skill, special 
permission  or 
a particular
 course that a student must 
pass before advancing to a more 
difficult 
course  It is the student's 
responsibility to 
meet
 all prerequisites 
of the course 
before registering 





 refer to the 
basic  
skills
 of reading, writing,
 and/ 
or math or to other courses which are necessary to complete assigned course 
work 
successfully For all 
degree  applicable courses,
 it is 
recommended
 that 
students have completed English 105 AND Reading 170, 53 or ESL 50 
5 Description of Course 
6 Grade Code for 
Course  
Credit/No Credit Option = student may take the course
 for
 a grade or opt
 for Credit 





 Credit !or 
satislactory  
performance
 and No Credit
 for unsatisfactory performance No notation = student 
will receive a letter 
grade only 
7 Section Number of






8 Days Class 
Meets  
9 Beginning and Ending Dates  If no dates are shown, the class is a full
-semester 
class The dates always refer to the class immediately above the dale line 
10 Hours Class Meets 
Classes are dismissed 10 minutes 
before  the end
 of
 the hour to allow a 10 -
minute passing 





 of Class 
14 Course Units 
15 
A Indicates Night Class 
CH 























 (off campus, no location assigned) 
PE (Health, 























TV (Television Studio in the Library Building) 
ACCOUNTING 
ACCTG 010 ACCOUNTING FUNDAMENTALS - FINANCIAL 
Rec preparation Math 102 Business 
majors
 intending to transfer to 4-yr college or 
univ 
should  take acctg 
in 











8001 MTWTh 9 00-12 00pm CASTELLO 
R BUTO 50 
MW 





(06/02-07/10)  LAST 
DATE TO DROP W/O 
W 06/09/97 
 8314 MTWTh 6 00- 9 00pm WHITMER R 
BU 7 
50 







 LAST DATE TO DROP W/O W : 06/23/97 
ACCTG 011 ACCOUNTING FUNDAMENTALS- MANAGERIAL 





8002 MTWTh 8 00-11.45am








 LAST DATE 
TO
 DROP 
W/O W . 06/09/97 
ADMINISTRATION
 OF JUSTICE 
AJ 001 
INTRODUCTION  TO 
ADMINISTRATION  OF JUSTICE 
History 8 philosophy of justice
 
8003 
TWTh 1030- 1 30pm EAULSI iLH M 
Al 2 
(06/17-07/24)
 LAST DATE TO 
DROP W/O 'W 
06/24/97  
AJ  037A ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE
 INTERNSHIP 8 WORK 
EXPERIENCE SEMINAR 
Recommended 
Al 001 Al students
 will apply knowledge/skills learned through 




Credit  Option 
8004 33 Wkly his
 by art FAULSTICH M 
Al 1 30 






Tuesday,  10 00am-1 








10 00am-2 00pm Room Al 1 
LECTURE 8 STUDENT PROGRESS REPORTS 6/24/97, Tuesday,  
10 00am-2 00pm,
 Room Alt 
AGENCY
 
EVALUATIONS DUE 7/8/97 Tuesday, 10 00am-2 00pm. Room Al 2 
NOTE
 Must be lofts
 or older, no felony
 convictions 




required  by Sect  832 of the 
Calif Penal




 will have met
 certification standards  These are 
POST
 
(Peace  Officer Standards in 
Training) 
courses  Credit/No Credit
 Only 
8005 MTWTFS 800- 5 00pm ERFURTH W 
Al 2 
30 
MTWTFS 800 5 00pm PARROTT A 
Al 2 






ANTHR 001 INTRODUCTION TO PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY 
Anthropological study of human 
origins
 
8006 MTWThE 725-10.15am COLSON K M S559 30 
((I6/16 07/11) 1 AST DATE TO DROP W/O 'W 06/19/9/ 











 1 20pm COLSON K M SS59 30 
(06/16-07/11) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O 
W 06/19/97 
ART 
ART  004 ART APPRECIATION 




8008 MTWTh 800 -TO 15am STUART
 S PE 2 30 
(06/16-07/24)  
LAST
 DATE TO DROP W/O W 
06/23/97  
NOTE One museum visit required 
8009 MTWThE 8 30- 2 
10prn  GRISHAM K MU12 30 
(06/02-06/13) LAST DATE TO DROP 
W/O  W 06/93/97 
NOTE Museum visitation
 Itinerary 
to be discussed 
at first class 
meeting  
ART 031A DRAWING 
Beg course for students with 
no former drawing experience 









 LAST DATE 
TO
 DROP




 0310 DRAWING 
Prep Art 31A 
Adv course for students 




8011 MTWTh 7 30-12 00pm ROIZEN M 
AS38 30 
.6 0 Wkly 




 W/O 'W' 
06/13/97
 
ART 0499 PAINTING 
Prey  Art 49A Continuing study of painting techniques 8 mixed media 
8012 MTWTFS 8 00- 4 00pm ROIZEN M AS38 30 
+180 Wkly hrs by an 
(06/02-06/14) LAST DATE TO DROP 
W/0 'W' 06/03/97 
ART 049C PAINTING 
Prey Art 496 Continuing study 
of painting techniques 8 mixed media 
8013 MTWTFS 800- 
4 00pm ROIZEN M AS38 30 
.180 Wkly his by 
err 
(06/02-06/14)




Preq Art 49C State of the art mixed media techniques and processes 
8014 MTWTFS 
800-
 4 00pm ROIZEN M AS38 30 
30 
.18 
0 Wkly firs by arr 
(06/12-06/14)
 
LAST  DATE TO DROP






Physical properties of clay
 8 creative expression 








 DATE TO DROP W/O W 
06/23/97  
ART 0556 CERAMICS-HANDIRIILDING 












 07/24) I AST DATE 
TO 
DROP  W/O W 
06/23/97  
ART 0115C CERAMICS-HANDBUILDING 
Preq 
Art 650 Supervised 
participatory  experiences
 
8017 MTWTh 7 





(06/16-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O 'W 
06/23/97 
ART 0550 ADVANCED HANDBUILT CERAMICS 
Ng Art 65C Advances in ceramics clay
 8 glaze
 formulation 8 development 
8018 
MTWTh





(06/16-07/74) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O 'W 06/23/97 
ART 0117A CERAMICS -POTTER'S WHEEL 
Basic skills 8 techniques using the potter's wheel 
 8315 MTWTh 6 00-10 30pm OGLE D W AS32 30 
.6 0 Wkly
 his by an 
(06/16 07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O 'W 06/13/97 
ART 0678 
CERAMICS -POTTER'S WHEEL 
Pier( 
Air 6/A Refinement in skills in adv wheel throwing 
13316 
MTWTh
 6 00-10 30pm OGLE D W AS32 30 
0 Widy hrs 
by arr 
(06/16
 07/14) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O 'W 
06/23/97  
ART Oil DIRECTED STUDIES 
Preq Interview 
with  instructor to 

















 DATE TO DROP W/O 'W 060/9/ 
8020 
90
 Wkly hrs by 
arr OGLE D W 
AS32
 1 0 
(06/16-07/25) LAST DATE TO DROP W/0
 'W 06/23/9/ 
8021 9 0 itAly his by 
art
 ROIZEN M 
AS38
 1 0 
(06/16-07/25)







Rec preparation Math 102 Descriptive 
astronomy with emphasis on the stars 
origin.  










W/O  W 
06/23/97 
BIOLOGY 




-science  major 
Emphasis 
on understanding
 and applying 
biological  principles Not opento students who have completed 010 11
 w/c or better 
8023 MTWTh 
8.00-1015am




(06/16-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O 'W' 06/23/97 





(06/02-07/10) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O 
'W 06/09/97 
 8318 MTWTh 600-
 8 15pm STAFF SM23 
40
 
MPAITh8 15-10 30pm SM73 
106/16-07/241
 LAST DATE TO DROP W/O W' 
06/23/97  
1110 024 CONTEMPORARY BIOLOGY 
Designed for students of all disciplines 8 covers topics that will 
affect  their lives 
8024 MTWTh 1030- 1 55pm VASU B SM30 30 
(06/16-07/10)














 VASU B SM30 30 
(06/16-0//10(1
 AST 
DATE TO DROP W/0 'W' 06/18/97 
610 047 HUMAN ANATOMY 
Prep College or HS biology course 




microscopic examination of the organ systems of the body CAT  DISSECTION AND 
CADAVER MATERIAL 
8025 MTWTh
 800 -to 15am NORRIS N sSmM22 
40
 
MTWTh 10 15.11 30pm 
22
 
n16/16 07/7411 AST DATE TO DROP 










 ut business  Credit/No 
Credit
 Option 
9 0 Wkly his by arr 
SCHOCK KEN TV 30 




COIL EGE BY TELEVISION COURSE
 PLEASE ATTEND THE 
REQUIRED




5 30 PM IN BU 8 
BUS 033 FUNCTIONS OF 
MANAGEMENT  I 
learn skill in Me 
application
 the live !unctions management Credit/No Credit 
Option 
8027











COLLEGE  BY 
TELEVISION  COURSE PLEASE ATTEND THE 
REQUIRED INFORMATION SESSION ON 
WEDNESDAY.  JUNE 18.1997 
AT 5 30 PM 
IN BU 11 
BUS 051 INTRODUCTION
 TO BUSINESS 
I unctions.




 business Credit/No Credit
 Option
 




GOSS JAMES TV 30 
)06/23.08/01)
 LAST DATE TO DROP W/O 'W' 
06/17/97  
THIS IS A COI LEGE BY TELEVISION COURSE PLEASE ATTEND THE 
REQUIRE D 
NI ORMAT ION SESSION ON THURSDAY, JUNE 19. 1997 AT 
!! 10 PM 
IN BU 8 
(1tHISTRY  
CHEM 001A GENERAL 
CHEMISTRY  
Prey Chem 
2w/Cot HS Chem w/B, 
Math  
106 or 106/it or 1 year HS 
algebra








of theoretical and 
structural  chemistry 
8076 MT Th 900 17 00pm 
GAME(  H 
SM35 50 
8 M1111 11 30 4 30pm SM53 
(06/1607/24) 
LAST
 DATE TO DROP W/O 'W 
06/23/97  
 PREREQUISITES and
 COREOUISITES ars MANDATORY If you are blocked from enrolling 
in a class because you have not met the prerequisite, contact the 
Assessment  Office 
 Courses used In meet 
prerequisite












CHEM 002 INTRODUCTORY CHEMISTRY 









12 30- 3 30pm 
SM54 
(05/15-07/24) LAST 





 001 INTRODUCTION TO EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
Philosophies






MTWTh  1030-12 45pm LAMAS M AAS12 30 
(06/1601/24) LAST DATE TO 
DROP W/O
 W 06/23/97 
CHS 002 CHILD GROWTH 
AND DEVELOPMENT 
Study of the
 child from prenatal through 
adolescent




8079 MTWTh 1030-12 45pm HERNANDEZ R AAS13 30 
(06/16-07/24)
 LAST DATE TO DROP W/O W 
06/23/97
 















development  and 
behavior
 
This  course satisfies the 3- unit 
Cultural 
Diversity requirement lor an Associate Degree Credit/No Credit
 Option 
 8336 MT111 6 
30-  9 30pm STAFF AAS12
 30 
(06/16-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O 'W 
06/23/97 
CHS 061A PRACTICUM IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
Understanding
 
and assessing the behavior and 












MTWThE  7 45-10 









DROP  W/CIW 
06/23/97  
CHS 0516 PRACTICUM IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
Continuation  of CHS 61A 
Credit/No Credit
 Option 
8081 MTWThE 10 30- I 00pm 




Wkly  hrs by arr 




CHS 082 EARLY CHILDHOOD PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES 
Planning & superviv..!,, activities





growth  Credit/No Credit 
Option  
8082 MTWTh
 8 00-10 15am STAFF AAS13 40
 
.120 Wkly hrs by arr 
(06/16-07/24)
 LAST DATE TO DROP W/O 'W 
06/23/97  
CHS 063 THE CHILD, THE FAMILY AND THE COMMUNITY 










 8337 MWTh 6 30- 9 30pm MARSHALL J AAS13 30 
(C6/16-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O 'W 06/23/97 
CHS 065 SUPERVISION AND ADMIN. II: PEOPLE AND PROCESS 
Issues 














 J AAS50  30 





 MEET ON DATES AND TIMES
 SPECIFIED BELOW 
Fri,7/18,1








 Sun,8/3.9am- rpm 




 art expression 













DROP  W/O W 
06/23/9/  
CHS 035 ADULT SUPERVISION IN EARLY CHILD PROD. 
This course is a study of methods and principles of program and 
professional  
assessment,  
evaluation,  and communication appropriate for individuals
 who su-
pervise adult teachers,  parents, and volunteers
 in early childhood programs 
8085 Wkly 





(06/20-07/11) LAST DATE 
TO




 MEET ON DATES
 AND
 TIMES SPECIFIED 
BELOW  
Fri,6/20,1  30-6 30pm Sal.5/21,9am-5pm Sun.6/22.9arn-Ipm
 





 30pm Sal, //12,9am-5pm Sun.7/13,9am 
tpm 
CHS 086 TECHN. FOR ADMIN AND TEACHERS IN EARLY CHILDHOOD 
Survey of the ways 
technology  can facilitate
 the operational (unctions
 of 
adminis-
tutors and leachers in an early childhood program Credit/No Credit Option 
8086 MTWThE 1010- 1 00pm STAFF AA548 
40
 
106/16 07/2511851 DATE TO DROP 
W/O  'W' 
06/23/91
 
CHS 087 METHODS OF OBSERVATION 
IN EC SETTING 
In
 depth study 
ol 
methods

















 DATE TO 
DROP  W/O 'W 
06/23/97  
COMPUTER APPLICATIONS 
CA 010A BEGINNING COMPUTER KEYBOARDING 
Touch  
system  
of keyboarding  ON THE  COMPUTER








 10 15am NEWTON 
P 
CR 4 TO 
.60 Wkly hrs by art 
(06/16-06/26)
 LAST DATE TO DROP W/O W 06/17/97 
 8320




CR 4 1 0 
.6 0 Wkly hrs by arr 
(06/16  06/26)
 
LAST DATE TO 
DROP  W/O 'W' 
06/17/9/  
CA 010C COMPUTER KEYBOARDING SPEED IL ACCURACY 
Rec preparation Knowledge 
of
 the keyboard Improvement of basic typing tech 
nique. 
speed  and accuracy ON THE COMPUTER
 
(This  course may be 
repeated  3 
times (Credit/No Credit Only 
8030 MTWTh








DROP  W/O 'W 
06/17/97
 
 8321 MTWTh 
645
 9 00pm AMANN C CR 4 1 0 
.6 0 




DATE  TO DROP
 W/O 'W 06/11191 
CA 020 MACINTOSH - AN INTRODUCTION 
Rec preparation CA1OA 
Basic  operations of the Macintosh working with desktop, 
application
 programs files and printing 
documents  Credit/No Credit Only 
8031 
MTWTh 8 00- 12 
00pm
 DUNDURS,
 K CR 1 
1 0 
.f20 Wkly hrs by arr 
106/02-06/05)










 Ms by ar 
(06/16-06/26)
 LAST DATE
 TO DROP W/O 
W 06/17/97 
8323 Sat 
8 30- 4 30prn 
STAFF  





 LAST DATE 
TO





 AND GRAPHICS USING
 
CLARISWOR 
Rec Prep CA 010 and CA 020 or CA 070
 
This




























DATE  TO 




 4 30pm 
STAFF CH 1 
05 
.60 




LAST  DATE TO DROP W/O W 
06/21/97
 
CA 0248 CREATING 
EFFECTIVE SPREADSHEETS USING CLARISWOR
 
Rec Prep CA 
010  and CA 020 or CA 
070  This course is designed to introduce 
students to the spreadsheet 
functions
 in ClansWorks Credit/No 
Credit  Only 
8034 
MTWTh 10 30-12 45pm KAHN C 





 DATE TO DROP W/O 'W'
 07/07/91 
8035 Sat 
8 30- 4 30pm 
STAFF  CR 1 
05 
46 0 Wkly 






 W/0 W 
06/28/97
 
CA 028 MICROSOFT OFFICE 
Rec preparation 
CA 318  or 328 and 628
 This
 course will introduce
 
students  how 
to utilize the linking features of the other 
software  programs that we teach Microsoft 
Word, Microsoft Excel and
 Microsoft 
Access  in addition
 to
 







MTWTh 800-10 15am 
STAFF CR 4 I 0 
.60 
Wkly hrs
 by arr 
(06/30-07/10)
 LAST DATE TO 
DROP  W/O W 
07/01/91 
8036
 MTWTh TOO- 3.15pm STAFF 
CR I 1 0 
+6 0 
Wkly hrs by arr 
(06/16-06/26)
 
LAST DATE TO DROP W/O 'W' 
06/17/97
 
8038 MTWTh 1 00- 3 15pm STAFF 
CR 4 1 0 
.6 0 
Wkly 
lus by arr 
(06/30-07/10)




8039 Sat 8 30- 4 30pm STAFF 
CR 1 TO 
+6 0 
Witty hrs by arr 
(07/19-07/26) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O W 07/19/97 















word processing program to produce 
mailable 
documents  for personal




 15am HUGHES HEIDE CR 5 1 0 
+6 0 
Wkly hrs by arr 
(06/30-07/10) LAST DATE TO 









 hrs by arr 
(06/30-07/10) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O W  07/01/97 





Wkly  hrs by art 
(06/30-07/10)
 
LAST  DATE 




MTWTh 645- 9 00.pm BRODRICK M 
CAT TO 
+6 0 Wkly 
Ms by an 
(06/30-07/10)
 LAST DATE 
TO DROP W/O W 
07/01/97
 
This section will be taught  on Macintosh computers
 
8325 Sat 830-
 4 30pm STAFF 
CR 4 1 0 
+6 0 
Wkly  hrs by arr 
(06/21-05/28)
 LAST DATE 
TO DROP W/O W 
06/21/97  
CA 034A MICROSOFT WORD: 
BASIC FEATURES 
Rec Prep CA 010A and 
CA 020 or CA 070 The 
basic Microsoft Word will be 
presented




8043 MT 100- 5 00pm PARROTT
 E CR 4 
05 
+6 0 







 W/O 'W 
06/07/97  
CA 0348 MICROSOFT
 WORD: INDENTS, TABS, AND TABLES 
Rec Prep CA 10A and 
CA
 








8044 WTh 8 00-12 00pm STAFF CR 4 
05 
.60
 Wkly hrs by arr 
(06/04-06/05) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O 'W 06/04/91 
CA 03411 MICROSOFT WORD: MAIL MERGE 
Rec Prep CA 010A andCA 020 
or





use of the 
























 W/O 'W 
06/04/97  
CA 041A BEGINNING PAGE
 LAYOUT, PAGEMAKER 
Rec 
preparation  CA 20 or 70 Basic page layout and design principles 
and 
integrating  text and graphics to create attractive business communications 
Credit/
 
No Credit Only 
8046 





+6 0 Witty 
hrs  by arr 
(06/16-06/26) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O W 06/17/97 
CA 0410 BEGINNING PAGE LAYOUT, QUARK EXPRESS 








integrating  text 
and  graphics






8047 MTWTh 800 10 









LAST DATE TO DROP W/O W 
06/17/97 
CA 0428 INTERMEDIATE PAGE 
LAYOUT, QUARK EXPRESS 






 to learn all 
available
 
software features to place text and graphics precisely in order to
 produce
 all types 
of 
desktop  publications
 Credit/No Credit Option 
8048
 MTWTh 100-3 15pm STAFF 
CR 6 20 
+6 0 
Wkly  hrs 
by arr 
(06/30-07/24)
 LAST DATE TO DROP W/O 'W 07/02/97
 
CA 04311 BEGINNING ILLUSTRATION, COREL DRAW 
Rec 
preparation
 CA 20 
or







 MTWTh 10 30-12 









LAST  DATE TO 
DROP W/O W 
06/17/97  
CA
 043B BEGINNING 




preparation  CA 20 or 
70





create graphic images which can be used















Wkly  tus by air 
(06/30-07/10)




PRESENTATION,  POWERPOINT 




























 4 30pm 






















 and 438  or 438  Students will learn to adjust 
appearance of photos if. other
 art for dramatic visual
 effects in business publica-
tions Credit/No 
Credit Only 
8052 MTWTh 8.00-10.15am PELTZ 
S 
CR 6 11 
.6 0 
Wkly hrs by 
arr 
(07/14-07/24)  LAST 
DATE TO DROP W/O W 07/15/97 
8327 Sat 830- 4,30pm 
STAFF 
CR 6 10 
+6
 0 Wkly hrs by arr 
(06/07-06/14)
 LAST DATE TO DROP W/O W . 06/07/97 
CA OSIA QUICKEN BASICS 
Rec Prep 
CA 010 and CA 020 or CA 070 
This course is designed to  introduce 
students to the basic features of Quicken Credit/No Credit Only 
8053 MTWTh 
8.00-10
 15am KAHN C CR 1 
05 
+6 0 Wkly 
hrs by art 
(06/16-06/19)
 LAST DATE TO DROP W/O 'W . 
06/16/97  
8054 MTWTh 1,00- 115pm STAFF CR 4 
05 
+6.0 Wkly 
hrs by arr 











Wkly hrs by arr 
(07/12) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O 'W 07/12/97 
CA 0620 BEGINNING 
SPREADSHEETS,  MICROSOFT EXCEL 
Rec 
preparation.











a spreadsheet program 
Credit/No  Credit Only 
8056 MTWTh 8.00-10.15am HUGHES HEIDE CR 5 1.0 
+6.0 
Wkly hrs by arr 
(07/14-07/24) LAST DATE TO 
DROP  W/O W 
07/15/97
 
8057 MTWTh 1 00- 115pm STAFF 
CR 5 1.0 
+60 Wkly 
hrs by arr 
(07/14-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O 'W 07/15/97 
8328 MTWTh  145- 900pm HUGHES HEIDE CR 1 
1 0 
+6 0 
Wkly hrs by arr 
01/14-07/24)  LAST DATE TO 
DROP W/O W 07/15/97
 
This section 
will  be taught on 
IBM  computers 
8329 
Sat 8 30- 4 30pm 
STAFF CR 4 
TO 
+6 0 Wkly 
hrs  by arr 
(07/12-07/19)
 LAST DATE TO  DROP W/O W : 
07/12/97
 
CA 070 IBM PC- USING MICROSOFT 
WINDOWS  






8058 MTWTh 8.00-10 15am HUGHES HEIDE 
CR 5 1.0 
+6 0 




 DATE TO DROP W/O 'W 
06/17/97
 
8059 MTWTh 10.30-12 
45pm LICHTBACH H CR 4 1 0 
+6 0 




 TO DROP W/O W 06/17/97 
 8330 MTWTh 
645-
 9 










 W 06/11197 
10 
 8331
 MTWTh 645- 9 00pm STAFF CR 4 1 0 
+6 0 
Wkly hrs by 
arr 
(06/30-07/10)
 LAST DATE TO DROP W/O 'W 
07/02/97
 






Valet  y hrs by 
arr 
(06/07-06/14) LAST DATE 
TO DROP W/O 'W 06/07/97 
CA 
070*




course is designed to 




Windows  on a computer 
Credit/No Credit Only 
8060 MT 8 
00-12 00pm STAFF CR 4 
05 
+6 0 
Wkly hrs by arr 
(06/02-06/03) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O 'W 06/02/97 
CA 073 




how to access the Internet using Telnet,
 FTP,  and other methods 
and will 
connect
 to other sites Credit/No Credit
 Only 
8061 MTWTh 8 00-12 00pm








LAST DATE TO 
DROP W/O W 
06/02/97
 
8062 MTWTh 10 30-12 45pm STAFF 
CR 6 1 0 
+60 Wkly 
hrs by an 
(06/16-06/26)
 LAST DATE TO DROP W/O W 
06/17/97  
8064 MTWTh 1030-12 45pm 
MORGAN
 A CR 5 
TO
 
+6 0 Wkly hrs by 
air 
(06/30-07/10)





CR 4 TO 









6363 MTWTh 1 00- 3 15pm STAFF 
CR 5 1 0 
.60 
Wkly hrs by arr 
(06/16-06/26)  LAST DATE TO DROP W/0 W 06/17/97 
8066 
MTWTh 1 00-
 3 15pm STAFF CR 1 1 0 
+6 0 Wkly 
his by arr 
(07/14-01/24) LAST DATE TO 
DROP W/O W 
07/15/97
 
 8333 MTWTh 6 45- 9 




hrs by arr 
(06/16-06/26)




 next page 
4 
Recommended  Preparations: 
Before you enroll in degree  applicable 
courses,  it is recommended that you demonstrate
 writing competency by completing English
 105 AND reading competency by 
completing
 Read -








 a math 
course















 6334 MTWTh 
645-  9m STAFF 





(07/14-07/24) LAST DATE TO 
DROP W/0 'W 
07/15/97  
CA 077 PUBLIC RECORDS RESEARCH 
This course will 
provide an introduction  into the various search 
engines  
and web 
sites that can be 
used  to obtain public records 
CrediVNo Credit Only 















CA 0019 BEGINNING DATABASE, MICROSOFT
 ACCESS 
Rec pieparation CA 20 or 70 Students will be 
introduced






MTWTh 100- 3 15pm STAFF 
CR 4 TO 
.6 0 Wkly 




DROP  W/O W 06/17/97 
CA 01110 BEGINNING DATABASE, FILEMAKER PRO 
Rec 
preparation









8069 MTWTh 10 30-12.45pm 
STAFF  
CR 1 1 0 
.6 0 
Wkly hrs by art 
(07/14-07/24)
 LAST DATE TO DROP
 W/O 'W 07/15/97 
CA 009 SURVEY OF MULTIMEDIA 
Students
 will 






and creative processes Credit/No Credit
 Only  
8070 MTWTh 10 30-1245pm STAFF 
CR 1 1 0 
+6 0 Wkly 






 W/O 'NI 06/17/97 
CA 0114A COMPUTER SKILLS DEVELOPMENT 
Rec
 preparation CA020 or CA070. In this course, students will 
reviewand  practice 
features of 
software  packages of their own 
choosing  in order 












 SARA 1 0 
NOTE Please attend the 
REQUIRED INFORMATION 
sessions on Ti.
 June 3. 
1997 all.00cm
 in BUS Band on Tue 
June  17,1991 
at1-00pm  
in BUS 8 
CA 096 CREATING WORLDWIDE WEB PAGES 
Rec preparation: CA 20 or 50A or 70 
Students
 will explore examples  
of pages  
on 







 8-00-1203pm PROUDFOOT B CR 6 
10
 
+12.0 Wkly hrs by art 
(06/09-06/12)
 LAST DATE TO DROP W/O W 
06/09/97  




 his by arr 
(06/30-07/10) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O W 
07/01/97
 
8075 MTWTh 10:30-12:45pm CAREY K CR 5 
1D
 
.6.0 Wkly hrs by arr 
(07/14-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O W . 07/15/97 
80/4 MTWTh 100- 3.15pm  STAFF 
CR 5 1.0 
+6 0 Wkly hrs by an 
(06/30-07/10) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O W : 07/01/97 
 8335 MTWTh
 
645-  9:00pm ALDERSON L CR 6 10 
+6 0 Wkly hrs by arr 
(06/30-07/10)
 LAST DATE TO DROP W/O W . 
07/01/97
 
COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
CIS 002 INTRODUCTION
 TO COMPUTING 
Rec preparation Math 106/106R1 This is a first course in computing, introducing 







8088  MTWThF t030. 1 00pm STAFF CR7 40
 
.18 0 
Wkly  his by arr 
(06/16-07/25)
 LAST DATE TO DROP W/O W 06/23/97 
CIS 004A COMPUTER PROGRAMMING I (Cre LANGUAGE) 
Rec preparation









 Computer Scence majors 
and 
others beginning a 
study of programming
 methods. Grade or 
Credit/No
 Credit Option 
 8338 MTWThF 6.30- 9 





+27.0 Wkly hrs by arr 
(06/16-07/25)
 LAST DATE TO DROP W/O W 
06/23/97  
CIS 045A UNIX OPERATING 
SYSTEM  
Rec preparation Math 106/1060 History
 8 evolution of the Unix operating system. 
user interlace. files 
and 
directories
 Assignments to 
be completed in 
computer  
lab 
 6339 MTTh 
700-10 03pm VAN  TASSEL D TC-F 30 
+270 Wkly 
hrs by arr 





 course to acquaint the student with the intricacies ot the 
college  scene
-both 
academic 8 social Credit/No Credit
 Only 




(06/02) LAST DATE TO DROP WIG W 06/02/97 














 LAST DATE 
TO DROP W/O W 06/16/97 
8091 M 830- 
5 30pm STAFF BALTIC 
05 
(07/21) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O 'W 
0//21/97
 
EMPHASIS NEW ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE STUDENTS 
8092
 T 830- 5 30pm 
STAFF BALTIC 
05 
(06/24) LAST DATE TO 
DROP
 W/0 W 06/24/97 
EMPHASIS NEW ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE STUDENTS 







 DATE TO DROP W/O W 
07/01/97 



















TO DROP W/O W 
06/11/97  
8096 Th 8.30- 5 
30prn  STAFF SARA 05
 
(05/29) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O 'W 
05/29/97 
8097 Tit 
830- 5 30pm 
STAFF  BALTIC 05
 
(06/19) LAST DATE 
TO DROP
 W/O W 06/19/97 
8090 Th 




















Th 8:30- 5.30pm STAFF 
BALTIC 05 











 8340 MT 503- 9-30pm STAFF 
BALTIC OS 
(06/09-06/10)
 LAST DATE TO DROP W/O 'W 
06/09/97  
 6341 MT 
800- 9 30pm 
STAFF 
BALTIC 05 








 DATE TO DROP W/O 'W 06A)3/97 
 8343 PN 5.03- 9 30prn STAFF 
BALTIC  
05 
(06/17-06/18) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O 'W 06/17/97 
EMPHASIS NEW 




 STAFF BALTIC 
05 
(07/08-07/09)  MST 
DATE TO DROP 




 WTh 5.00- 9 30pm 





DROP  W/O 'W 
05/28/97  
£8346
 WTh 5 00- 9 30pm 
STAFF  BALTIC  05 
(06/25-06/26) LAST DATE
 TO 
DROP  W/0 'W 
06/25/97  




(07/09-07/10) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O 'W 01/09/.97 
EMPHASIS 
NEW ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE STUDENTS 
 8348 WTI) 5:00- 9-30pm STAFF 
BALTIC  05 
(07/16-07/17) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O 'W'  07/16/97 
8349 Sat 830- 5 
30pm STAFF 
BALTIC  05 
(05/31) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O W 05/31/97 
COUNS 001 COLLEGE SURVIVAL SKILLS 
Academic & career information, learning strategies, study 
techniques,  personal 







(06/16-06/27)  LAST 
DATE TO DROP W/O W 06/17/97
 STUDENTS 
ENROLLING
 IN THIS SECTION OF COUNS 001 WILL PARTICIPATE IN 
THE
 
SE MMER INSTITUTE, SPONSORED BY 
THE DISABLED STUDENT 
PROGRAM
 AND SERVICES
 (DS P8S). WILL 
BE
 INTRODUCED
 TO A WIDE 
RANGE OF TOPICS,










 LAST DATE TO 
DROP




is designed for high









in Fall 1997 Please enroll through 
the
 TOPS
 program Contact 
741-2023  
COUNS 012 CAREERS AND





















 LAST DATE TO DROP W/O 'W 
06/23/97  
CONS 024 PERSONAL GROWTH 
Identify 
strengths
 and weaknesses and 
potential  for personal growth, 
enhance





-changing  events and 
conflicts,




 and conflict resolution skills that will help improve the 
quality of 
life,
 and enrich relation- ships with others 













& RELATED TECHNOLOGIES 
NOTE:
 Court Reporting will be holding two Info sessions on Sat. May 
3rd. and Sat. Aug. 9, 10.m-12noon, 81)813. Call 741-2448 for 
lot 
orma
 tI on 
CTR DOIS 00 WPM SPEED GOAL 
Prereq 
CTR 68 Credit/No Credit 
Option  
8106 TTh 3.30- 5 30pm LOCK V BU / 
20 
& MW 330- 5 30pm NAGATA, PAT BU 7 
.3 0 
Wkly  hrs try 
arr 
(06/09-07/31)
 LAST DATE TO 




 IS A $5 LAB 
FEE  FOR THIS 
COURSE  
CTR 010$ 100
 WPM SPEED GOAL 
Prereq CTR 
8A
 or BB or 8C or 8D or 8S Intensive practice dictation to prepare for 
competency
 tests at this level Credit/No
 Credit Option 
8107 MW 230- 4 30pm NAGATA, PAT BU 1 20 
& TTh 2 30-
 4 30pm 
LOCK V BUT
 
.30 Wkly hrs by arr 
(06/09-07/31)
 LAST DATE TO 
DROP  W/O W 
06/17/9/
 
THERE IS A 15 LAB FEE 
FOR  THIS COURSE 
CTR 
012S
 120 WPM SPEED GOAL 
Prep CTR 10A or 10B or IOC or 100 
or
 10S Intensive practice dictation to prepare 
for 
competency  tests at this level Credit/No Credit Option 
8108 MTWTh 130- 
3 30pm THRONDSON M BU11 20 
.30 Wkly 
hrs by arr 





 LAB FEE 
FOR THIS 
COURSE  
CTR 0141I 140 WPM 
SPEED  GOAL 
Preg 
CTR 12A or 
12B  or 12C or 12D or 12S 
Intensive  practice dictation  to prepare 
for
 
competency  tests at this level Credit/No
 
Credit  Option 
8109 






hrs by arr 
M6/09-07/31)
 LAST DATE TO 






LAB FEE FOR THIS 
COURSE  
CTR 016S 110 WPM SPEED GOAL
 
Preg CTR  14A or 1413 or 14C or 14D or 
14S  
Intensive  practice dictation to 
prepare  














 Wkly hrs by air 
(06/09-07/31)








 0111S 110 WPM SPEED GOAL 
Pried CTR 168 or 168 or 16C 0116C or 
165  Intensive practice dictation to prepare 
for competency 
tests  at this level Credit/No
 Credit Option 
8111 MTWTh 2 30- 
4 30pm COLEMAN S 81)10 20 
+30 Wkly
 
his by arr 




IS A $5 LAB FEE FOR THIS COURSE 
CIA
 0208 200 WPM SPEED GOAL 
Preg CTR laA or 188 01180 or 181) or 18S Intensive practice dictation to prepare 
for 
competency

















 IS A $5 LAB 




Preg Any one of CTR 18 A -D. 
This
 short-term summer course is designed
 
tor 
students who wish to gain the speed and accuracy required to pass state and national
 
licensing 




 COME may be repeated




8113 MTWTh 11 30-12 30pm COLEMAN
 S BU 7 05 





 DATE TO DROP
 W/O 'W 
06/17/97  
CTR 022$ 220 WPM SPEED GOAL 
Pfeil 
CTR
 20A or 208 or 200 or 20D or 20S Intensive 
practice  
dictation  to prepare 
for competency





 2,30pm COLEMAN S 
BU 7 
20 
.30 Wkly his by an 
(06/09-07/31) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O W 06/17/97 
THERE
 IS A $5 LAB FEE FOR THIS COURSE 
CTR 022X LAB 
Pre(' Any one of CTR 
20
 A -D The
 











congressional  record, and material from medical and 
literary sources 
This
 course may be repeated) times 
Credit/No
 Credit Only 
8115 MTWTh 11 30-12 30pm
 COLEMAN S. BU 7 05
 
.1 0 Wkly 
hrs by 
arr 




COURT  REPORTING WORKSHOP GOAL SO 
Preq. CTR 6B 
Students  will review theory and operation of the stenotype machine 




sufficient skill to 
take 
dictation and transcribe new material for live 
minutes  at 80 wpm with at least 
915
 
accuracy Credit/No Credit Option 




 DATE TO 
DROP
 W/O 'W 06/17/97 
CTR 051S COURT REPORTING
 WORKSHOP (GOAL 111)-NIGHT COURSE 
Preq CTR M or 68. Skill development in 









(06/10-07/31) LAST DATE TO 
DROP W/O 'W 
06/17/97  
CTR 0521I COURT REPORTING 
WORKSHOP  (GOAL 120)-NIGHT COURSE 
Preq:CTR
 51S or 51X. Skill development to 
enable students to pass competency 
tests. Credit/No Credit Option. 
 8352 Rh 6:00- 9:45pm SCHWEICKERT BU11 
1.5 
(06/10-07/31)  LAST DATE TO DROP W/O 'W 06/17/97 
CTR 0535 COURT REPORTING 
WORKSHOP  (GOAL 140) NIGHT COURSE 
Preq CTR 52S or 520. Intensive practice 
dictation
 to
 prepare for competency tests 
at this level Credit/No Credit Option. 
 8353 0Th 6.00- 9.45pm SCHWEICKERT
 BU11 15 
(06/10-07/31) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O W 06/17/97 
CTR 091S DIRECTED STUDIES 
Students who have completed court reporting theory and are eligible 




















8116 60 Wkly hrs






 DATE TO DROP W/O 'W 06/18/97 
CTR 0921I DIRECTED STUDIES 
Students who have completed court reporting theory and are eligible to enroll for 
speed building classes, but for reasons of certifiable conditions outside their 
control, are unable to meet lull requirements for credit in speed building class 
Credit/No Credit
 Only 




(06/09-01/31) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O 'W' 06/18/97 
CTR 093S DIRECTED STUDIES 
Students who have completed court reporting 
theory
 and are eligible to enroll lor 
speed building classes, but for reasons 
of
 certifiable conditions outside their 
control, are unable to meet lull requirements for credit in speed building class 
Credit/No
 Credit Only 
8118 200 Wkly hrs by arr LAWSON L SARA 30 
(O6/09-07/31)
 LAST DATE TO DROP W/O 'W' 
06/18/97  
CTR 120 COURT REPORTING 29 -HOUR DICTATION 
This dictation course allows students to continue preparation
 for
 the competency 
goals 
This  course may be
 repealed three 
tunes  
Credit/No  Credit 
Only  
8119 MTWTh 1200.  2 30pm STAFF 





DROP W/O 'W 
08/05/97  
DISABLED
 STUDENT SERVICES 
COUNS 001 COLLEGE SURVIVAL  SKILLS 
Academic 8 career 
intonation,
 learning 







8102 DAILY 830-12 30pm SCHRFIBSTEIN
 LS 20 
(06/16-06/26) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O 'W' 06/109/ STUDENTS 
ENROL t HG IN THIS SECTION OF COUNS 001 WILL PARTICIPATE IN 
THE
 
SE MMER INSTITUTE, SPONSORED BY 
THE DISABLED STUDENT 
PROGRAM AND SERVICES
 (DS PDS), WILL BE INTRODUCED TO A WIDE 
RANGE




















 DATE TO DROP W/0 'W 06/19/97 
STUDENTS ENROLLED IN SPEECH
 
0608
 MUST ATTEND A FIRST 
CLASS MET TING ON MONO AY JUNE 16 FROM 1 00P TO 3 COP 




of Adapted Computer Assessment class 
Ion 
the severly physically 01 visually disabled
 Independent means
 of
 accessing the 
keyboard 
Improve  basic 
academic
 skills 8/or cognitive processes
 of disabled 
students
 through the use of appropriate 





Contnued mat page 




you are blocked from enrolling In a  class because you have not met the 
prerequisite,  contact the Assessment Office 
 Courses used 
to



















(06/16-07/24)  LAST DATE TO DROP W/O W 
06/23/97
 
NOTE $5 Supply Card to be purchased at WVC Bookstore 
IS 130A ASSESSMENT FOR LEARNING DISABILITIES 





Wkly  hrs by an 




 TO DROP W/O W 
06/19/97
 
STUDENTS  ENROLLED IN LS130A MUST ATTEND A FIRST CLASS 
MEETING ON WED, MAY 21ST FROM 3.307 
TO
 5 30P OR TUE. JUNE 
17TH FROM 1:00P TO 
3:06P  
PE 1.13 ADAPTED 
PHYSICAL  ED -RHYTHMIC AEROBICS 
Emphasis is
 for
 those with a temporary or permanent 
verifiable
 disability
 A written 
verification  
provided  by a 
physician 
or
 other appropriate professional is required. 
Exercises to develop
 tine
 cardiovascular and muscular systems 
8256 
MTTh
 8 45-10.15am 
HAYNES R PE12 05 
(06/16-08/07)  LAST DATE 
TO 
DROP  W/O W . 
06/24/97  
8257 
MTTh 10 30-1200pm HAYNES R PE12 05 
(06/16-08/07) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O W 06/2031 
PE 115 ADAPTED PE -WATER EXERCISES a SWIM 
Emphasis is for those with a temporary or permanent verifiable disability 
A written 
verification provided by a physician or other appropriate 
professional
 is required 
Exercises performed in water to aid the body conditioning 





 LIGOCKI C 
POOL
 0.5 
(06/16-08/07)  LAST DATE TO DROP W/O W 
06/24/97 
8259 MTTh 10 30-1200pm LIGOCK1C
 
POOL 0.5 
(06/16-08/07) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O W 06/21/97 
ECONOMICS 
ECON 001A PRINCIPLES OF MACROECONOMICS 
Analysis ol 
the  economy 
as a 




8121 MTWTh 8.00-10 them
 JALALPOUR K SS57 30 
(06/16-07/24)  LAST DATE 
TO 
DROP  W/O W . 
06/23/97  













is not a prerequisite Analysis
 of
 the allocation of resources & the 
distribution of income
 
Credit/No Credit Option 
 8355 MOW 630- 9 30pm 
HARVELL  P 
SS61 30 
(06/16-07/23)  LAST DATE TO DROP W/O 'W 
06/23/97  
ENGINEERING 
ENGR 080 INTRODUCTION TO MATHCAD
 
Introduction to solving mathematical 
equations  and 
expressions
 using MathCAD 
Credit/No Credit Option
 
8145 Sal 900- 1 00pm 
DJORDJEVICH
 TC-E 0.5 
(07/12-07/19)





ENGL 00111 ENGLISH COMPOSITION 
Preq Proof of assessment
 or CR in Engl 105 English 
composition
 with EMPHASIS 
on process of 
learning to 
write clearly and effectively and 
to read 
analytically  
8123 MTWTh 00-10 15am COLLIGAN K LA35 30 
+45 






DROP  W/O W 
06/23/97  




 hrs by an 
(06/16-07/24)
 LAST DATE 10 
DROP
 W/O W 
06/23/97  
8125 MTWTh 8,00-10 15am STAFF LA41 
30 
.45 Wkly 
hrs by arr 
(06/16-07/24)  LAST 
DATE  TO DROP W/O W' 06/23/97 
8126 
MTWTh 10 30-12 45pm STAFF LA41 
30 
+4 
5 Wkly hrs by arr 
(06/16-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP W/0 'W' 06/23/97 
8127 MTWTh 10 30-12 45pm TEMKIN
 D LA35 3.0 
.4 5 Wkly hrs 
by
 arr 
(06/16-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O 'W 06/23/97 
8128 MTWTh 













 6 30-9 30pm HOPKINS W LA34 
30
 
.4 5 Wkly hrs by an 
(06/16-07/24) LAST DATE TO 






 6 30-9 30pm STAFF LA41 
30 
.45 Wkly hrs by arr 
(06/16-07/24)
 LAST DATE TO 
DROP W/0 'W 
06/23/97
 
 8358 MTTh 6 30-9 30pm 
TEMKIN 1A39 30 
.4 5 Wkly 
hrs  by art 
(06/16-07/24)
 LAST DATE 10 
DROP  W/O W 06/23/97 
ENGL 0018 ENGLISH
 COMPOSITION 
Prep Engl lA 














(06/16-07/24)  LAST DATE 
MTWTh
 8 00-10 15am 










MTWTh 10 30-12 45pm 
.45 Wkly hrs by arr 
(06/16-07/24) LAST DATE 
MTTh 
6 30 9 30pm 
.1 
5 
Wkly  his by air 




Wkly  hrs by an 
(06/16-07/24) LAST DATE 
MOWATT G 
LA39 30 
TO DROP W/O W 06/23/97 
MOWATT W 
LA40 30 
TO DROP W/O 'W 06/23/97 
VALLE J lA37 30 
TO DROP















TO DROP W/O W 06/21,97 
ENGL 
001C
 CLEAR THINKING IN WRITING 






effective  argument 
8133 MTWTh 





hrs by au 
106/16
 07/74)1 AST DATE TO 
DROP W/O W 06/23/97 
ENGL 103 BASIC 
GRAMMAR  AND 
SENTENCE
 STRUCTURE 
Not recommended for ESL 













 Credit Only Credit 
does


















STAFF  LA40 
30 
(06/16-07/24)










Preq Engl 103 or 
ESL  65GWor
 proof of 
assessmentandEng1180A-Dconcurrently
 
NOTE. All Engl. 105
 sections 
held  on campus 
require
 Engl 180A -D 
Writing  
of 




sentences & clear 
organization




 Only Credit does 
not  


























 DATE TO DROP W/O W 
06/23/97  
 8362 MTTh 6.30-9.30pm
 PEARCE C LA33 30 
(06/16-07/24)
 LAST DATE TO DROP W/O 'W 
06/23/97  
NOTE. ENGL 
180  not required on this section  
(8362)
 
ENGL 175A WRITING SKILLS LAS 
Individualized programs for improving basic writing 
skills. 
To
 ensure a place,  
students should 
enroll in person  at the 
Lab (located
 in 
the Library) during the 
first 
week of the semester 
After this time enrollment is by instructor referral only Credit/ 
No Credit Only Credit
 does not apply to the associate degree 
8137 4 5 Wkly hrs by arr BERMINGHAM L WRTLAB 05 
(06/16-07/25)
 LAST DATE TO DROP W/O 'W 
06/23/97  
NOTE Lab will be open 1030am -2:30p.m Monday -Thursday 
80101 1750 WRITING 
SKILLS
 LAB 
Individualized programs for improving 
basic writing skills To ensure a place,  
students should enroll in person at the Lab
 (located in the Library) during the first 
week of the semester After this time,
 enrollment is 
by instructor referral only 
Credit/ 
No Credit Only Credit does 
not  apply to the assoicate degree 
8138 4.5 Wkly hrs by arr 
BERMINGHAM L WRTLAB 0.5 
(06/16-07/25)
 LAST DATE 
TO 
DROP
 W/O 'W' 
06/23/97  





ENGL 175C WRITING SKILLS LAS 
Individualized
 programs
 for improving basic writing 
skills To ensure a place. 
students should enroll in 
person  at the Lab 
(located in the Library) during the first 
week of the 
semester  After this time,






No Credit Only Credit does not apply to the associate degree 
8139 
45
 Wkly hrs by arr
 
MO WATT G WRTLAB 05 
(06/16-07/25) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O 
W 06/23/97 
NOTE Lab will be open 10 30a m -2-30p m 
Monday
-Thursday 




 basic writing skills To ensure 
a place. 
students should enroll in 











No Credit Only Credit does not
 apply  to the associate degree 
8140 4 5 




 G WRTLAB 0.5 
106/16-07/251 LAST 
DATE  TO
 DROP W/O 'W 
06/23/97
 
NOTE Lab will be open 10 30a m -2 30p m Monday -Thursday 
ENGL  180A COMPUTER ASSISTED WRITING 
Self .paced computer 
assisted  writing
 lab to improve ability
 to 
write  coherent, 
clear, 
organized essays Credit/No Credit Only Credit does not 
apply
 to the associate
 
degree CAW lab located in the 
Library
 
8141 45 Wkly hrs 
by arr BENSON B CAWLAB as 
(06/16-07(25)  LAST DATE TO DROP
 
74/0 'W' 06/23/97 
NOTE Lab will be open 8 00a 
m -2 30 p m Monday -Thursday 
ENGL
 1808 COMPUTER ASSISTED WRITING 
Sell -paced
 computer assisted
 writing labia 
improve  ability
 to write coherent, clear, 
organized essays Credit/No Credit
 Only 
Credit
 does not apply to the associate 
degree CAW lab located in the 
Library  
8142 45







DATE  TO DROP
 W/0 'W 
06/23/97  
NOTE Lab will be 




ENGL 180C COMPUTER ASSISTED WRITING 
Self 
paced computer
 assisted writing lab M 
improve  
ability  to 
write  coherent,
 clear. 
organized essays Credit/No Credit Only Credit does not
 apply to the 
associate
 
degree CAW lab located in the Library 
8143 45 
Wkly
 hrs by arr BENSON B CAWLAB 05 
(06/16-07/25) LAST DATE TO 
DROP  W/O W 
06/13/97  
NOTE Lab vall be 





 ASSISTED WRITING 




 to write coherent, 
clear. 
organized
 essays Credit/No 
Credit  Only Credit
 does not apply to the associate 
degree CAW lab 
located  in the Library 
8144 4 5 Wkly hrs by an 
BENSON B CAWLAB 05 
(06/16-07/25)




NOTE lab will be open 8 00a 
m 2 30 p m Monday Thursday 
ENGLISH AS A SECOND 
LANGUAGE -ESL 
NOTE It you have never 
completed
 an ESL course at WVC. you must have 
completed  
assessment If you 
believe




scores from another school, contact the 
Assessment 
Off




you  attempt 
to register  
ESL 88 
PRONUNCIATION  SKILLS 
Pre('
 ESL 631S or completion 
of ESL assessment Speech assessment & 
intensive
 
practice in speech sounds, stress.
 rhythm & intonation Credit/No 
Credit  Only 
8150 MTWTh
 10 30-12 45prn 
WASSERBAUER
 LA34 30 
(06/16 07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP








 ESL assessment 
Individualized  programs
 to assist students 
with language skills 
Credit/No  Credit Only 









 LAST DATE TO DROP
 W/O 'W 06/23/97 
NOTE Lab
 is open 8 OW m 12 30p m Monday 
through Thursday 























8147 4 5 Wkly hrs 
by
 an PETERS M 
ESTLAB 05 
106/1607/24) LAST DATE TO 
DROP W/O
 'W 06/23/97 
NOTE lab is open 8 

































 DATE TO DROP 
W/O  W . 06/23/97 
NOTE Lab is open










ol ESL assessment 
Individualized














 hrs by art 
PETERS 
M 
ESLLAB  0.5 
(06/16-07/24)  LAST 
DATE
 TO DROP W/O W 
06/23/97 
NOTE Lab is open
 8:00 a m - 12 30 







 Fashion Design 
Department will





















Rec preparation Math 
102 Students will have an opportunity
 to learn the Gerber 
Garment Technology
 AccuMark computer 
system  software, hardware, 
and periph-




9.30-  100pm SINGLETARY C 
TC-A TO 
+18.0 Wkly hrs by  arr 
(06(09-06/13)
 LAST
 DATE TO DROP 
W/O W - 06/09/97 




selected  from SU97 Technology Center 
hours  
(tor Tech Clr 
hours,  dial (408)867-2200, x7103)
 
FD 012A COMPUTER
 AIDED PATTERNMAKING 
I 
Preq, ED 11 
and FD 60 Rec skill level. Math 102 This course has 
concentration  on 
computer
 techniques for patternmaking using the 
GOT
 AccuMark System 
Credit/  
No Credit Option 
8152 MTWTh 10 00-12 15pm
 HARTNETT S TC-A 20 
.90 
Wkly hrs by arr to be selected from SU'97 Technology 
Center
 hours 
(for Tech CU 





LAST DATE TO DROP W/O W 
06/18/97 
FD 0128 COMPUTER AIDED PATTERNMAKING
 II 
Preo FD 12A or FD 12AI Rec skill level 
Math 102 Techniques for computerized 
paffernmaleng 
using  silhouette worktable and GOT AccuMark System Credit/No 
Credit Option 
8153 MTWTh 10 03-12.15pm HARTNETT S 
TC-A 10
 
+9.0 Wkly hrs by arr lobe selected from SU'97 Technology Center hours 




(07/14-07(24)  LAST DATE 
TO 
DROP  W/13 'W 
07/15/97
 
FD 033 INTERNET FOR FASHION DESIGN 
Rec prep Math 102 This course will provide a basic introduction to the World Wide 
Web and the resources lound therein for fashion related
 









hrs  by arr 
(06/20-06/27)
 













 Wkly hrs by an 
(06/17-07/01)
 
LAST  DATE TO 
DROP
 W/0 'W 
06/17/97
 
FO 083 FASHION FIELD STUDY 
The 








10 00- 4 00pm STAFF AAS41 10 
(07/11-07/25) 
LAST










 040.060 & 
070 The student will apply 
knowledge/skills
 learned in 
the Fashion 
Design  Program through an internship in an apparel firm or design 
department
 under the supervision of a fashion professional The course provides 
direct industry experience as 
will  as 
a forum to discuss various











8364  MW 5 00- 7 30pm
 
MINK AAS16 30 
















 w/C ego/ (2 yurs HS French) Coreq 
French  0118 
for  day 











 E LA23 50 
(06/02-06/27) LAST DATE TO 
DROP  W/O 'W 06/05/97 
NOTE Orientation for the 
above French course 
is on a 
walk in basis 
anytime 
between 1000 






Program  Information sessions for 
ALL  Health Care Technolo-
gies/Hospital
 programs will be held as 
tallow:
 (new students are 
encouraged  to attend): 
Sal May






Herschlelt  (408) 
711-2139)  
HTECH 001 












medicine,  and the 








 3 00pm 
HERSCHFELT
 D AAS33 10
 
(06/16-06/27)
 lAdT DATE 











student  win receive 




formats  Credit/14o Credit Option 
8168 TWTh 
8 00-12 00pm 
LORSON K 
CR 3 20 
(07/01-08/07) LAST 
DATE TO 








 diagnostic & therapeutic
 vocabulary









(07/01 08/11) LAST 
DATE  
TO




























or Reading 53, 
or
 ESL 50 Some 
coures  may also 
recommend  a math
 course prior to 
enrollment See 
individual  course 
























































































































DATE  TO 







































MTWTh  5:30- 7:30pm 












LAST DATE TO DROP





































































































HOURS  TO BE 
ANNOUNCED LATER









picked  up 








 NO LATER 
THAN 
FRIDAY, MAY 










or demo subtect 
proficiency




 Practical cop under supervision, in 
hospital, 























HOURS  TO BE 
ANNOUNCED 
LATER
 Request for Internship 
paperwork
 (available




 Pick -Up Box under *Herschler) 
can be picked 
up between 
Wel., Apr 1, and 
Fri  , May 
16 REQUIRED 
DOCUMENTS
 MUST BE SUBMITTED  
TO D. HERSCHFELT NO LATER 
THAN FRI., MAY 30, 1997. 
iltAlTel  EDUCATION 
H ED 000 CONTEMPORARY HEALTH ISSUES 
Knowledge. attitudes & behavior patterns
 for
 understanding ol health issues 
contioniing  
today's  






hrs by arr BORDI  S TV 30 
















 on Monday, June 
16. 1997 from 
30-9 30 pm in 
PE 2 
El ED 







& sociological aspects  








 BORDI S 
PE 4 30 












social  & 
cultural











 7.30-10 OCiam 










 T SS51 3.0 









 LAST DATE TO 












economic,  social & 
cultural  
development

























BARNIKEL  F SS50 
30 
(06/02-06/26)
 LAST DATE TO 
DROP








 F SS50 
30 
(06/16-07/10)  LAST DATE 













Indians to the 









 LAST DATE 
TO





























 Hurd. (408) 741.74061  
ID 005
 
























































1 00-4 00pm 
SIMONE MS 3 30 
(06/17-07/24) 






















 Wkly hrs 
by


































 approach to learning a 





 9.30pm  
DOSST LA25 30 
(06/16-07/24)
 LAST DATE TO 







completed  an MATH 
course  at WVC you must 
have 
completed assessment  
If 
you  




 work or 
assessment
 scores from 
another  
school,  contact















 1 yr HS 
AlgebrallAND
 Math 104 or 1 
yr
 HS Geometry 
Trigonometric
 functions including
 applications to right 
triangles, 
circular  functions 








S SM 5 
30 
(06/02-07/10)  LAST DATE TO 
DROP
 
00/0 'W 06/09/97 
8214 MTWTh 
1030-12 45pm
 HIRAKAWA M 
SM 2 
30 







8372 MTW 6 
30-  9.30pm 
SANDERS
 G AAS11  
30 
(06/16-07/23)
 LAST DATE 
TO
 DROP W/O
 W 06/23/97 
NOTE A graphing 
calculator is 
STRONGLY 
RECOMMENDED for all Math 
D sections The 
recommended
 







FOR THE LIBERAL 
ARTS STUDENT 
Pfeil 
Math  106 
or
 1068 or 107 or 1 







illusions.  curves & graphs, and
 probability
 & statistics 
8215 DAILY 10 
30- 1 00pm SANDERS G SMIO 40
 
(06/16-07/25) LAST DATE TO DROP








Math  106 
or 1068 or 1 YR HS Algebra II 
Prepares




 8 00-10 15am NGUYEN N 
SM 8 30 
(06/02-07/10) LAST DATE TO 
DROP  W/O 'W 
06/09/97  
8217
 MTWTh 800 -TO 15am 
WILLIAMS  W SMIO 30 
(06/16-07/24)  
LAST  DATE TO 
DROP
 
00/0 'W' . 
06/23/97  
8218 MTWTh 





 W/O 'W' 
06/23/97
 
NOTE Section 8218 REQUIRES a graphing calculator The recommended 
one is the
 Texas Instrument's  T1-133 which costs approximately $9000 
 8373 MTTh 6 30- 9-30pm ALLEN G 
SM





 DROP W/O W 
06/23/97
 
NOTE  Section 8373 REQUIRES a graphing calculator 
The recommended 
one is the Texas 
Instrument's  0I-83 which costs approximately $90013 
MATH 00311 ANALYTIC
 GEOMETRY AND CALCULUS 
Pfeil Math 1 & Math 
D.
 or Math 2 Functions,




and  minima and 
beginnings  of integration 
8219 DAILY 8 00-11.08am
 AQUILONIUS B AAS18
 50 
+3.0 
WIrly  hrs by arr 
(06/16-07/25)
 LAST DATE TO DROP
 W/O 'W' 06/23/97 
NOTE. This class REQUIRES a 
graphing  calculator












 or 106R or 1 yr HS 
Algebra
 II Linear equations, 
systems  of 
equations & 
inequalities,  linear 








 9 30 
(06/02-07/10) 
LAST DATE TO DROP 






 9 30 
(06/16-07/24)  LAST 








 calculator The 
recommended  
one 
is the Texas 
Instrument's
 11-83 which costs approxanately $9000 
 8374
 MTW 6 













graphing caiculaior The recommended 













1060, 106R or 1 
yr HS Algebra II 
Descriptive  and 
inferential  statistics 
8222  
MTWTh
 800 10 
15am 







 TO DROP W/O 'W 
06/09/97  
NOTE 
Section  8222 



































 TI -83 which









 I SM 6 30  
(06/16-07/24)1AST
 DATE 
















83/5  MT1h 
630 9 
30pm 











Th 6 30- 
9 30pm NGUYEN
 N SM? 30 
(00/1607/24)
 LAST 











10613 or 1 year HS 
Algebra II 







 most common applications 
8225 
DAILY 
10 30 1 







































Credit  Option Credit does not apply to theassociate degree 
8226 MTWTh 10 30-12 45pm 




DATE TO DROP W/O W 
06/23/97  
MATH 103R ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA 
Basic operations
 ol real 
numbers
 
Content  identical to Math 103 
Designed




 the material or 




MTWTh 800-10 15am VAN 
BUSKIRK G AAS11 30 
(06/16-07/24)
 LAST DATE TO DROP W/O W 
06/23/97  
8228 MTWTh 10 30-12 45pm





DATE TO DROP W/O W 
06/23/97 




 LAST DATE TO 
DROP
 W/O W 
06/23/97  
MATH 104 PLANE GEOMETRY 
Preq Math 
10301 103R or 1 yr HS algebra Basic concepts of plane geometry 
8229 DAILY 









Preq Math 103 or 103R or I yr 
HSalgebra  Designed
 or the student who is reviewing 
the material 
or
 has strong 
math  skills Content
 identical to 
Math  106 
8230 DAILY 7 45-10 15am SADEGHI B AAS17 40 

















DAILY 1030- 1 00pm WILLIAMS
 W SM44 
40 
(06/16-07/25)
 LAST DATE TO 
DROP W/O 'W 
06/23/91
 
£8378 MTWTh 630- 9 32pm KENSTOWIC1 J SM 5 40 




JAll-PAST AND PRESENT 
Development
 
& evolution of jazz in the US Designed as a liberal arts course tor 
the 
student  with no music experience 
8233 MTWTh 8-00-10-15am






 DATE 10 
DROP  W/O 'W' 
06/24/97  
MUSIC 010 MUSIC APPRECIATION 
for 
the student without previous training  in 
music  listening or 






8236 MTWThF  12 45- 3 30pm GANDEL F J MU14 30 
(06/02-06/27)






 45pm CHAMPION G MU23 30 
(06/16-07/24)
 LAST DATE 
10 
DROP W/0 'W' 06/23/91 
8235 
MTWThF





 LAST DATE 
TO 
DROP  W/O 'W' 06/05/97 
 8379 MTW 6.30- 9 30pm GANDEL F J 
MU12 3.0 
(06/16-07/23)
 LAST DATE TO 
DROP
 W/O 'W' 
06/25/97
 
MUSIC 030A BEGINNING PIANO 
For students with no previous training in piano 
NOTE reading, clefs, 
simple
 pieces & exercises 
8240
 MTWThF




hrs  by art 
(06/02-06/13) LAST DATE TO 
DROP
 W/O 'W 
06/03/97
 
8237 MTW 8 15-1015am CHAMPION G MU22 1 0 
.30 Wkly hrs by arr 
(06/16-07/23) LAST DATE 10 DROP W/O 'W' . 06/23/97 
8238 MTW 10.15-1215pm
 DAVISJE MU22 1.0 
+30 Wkly 
his by art 
(06/1607/23)
 LAST DATE TO DROP W/O 'W' 
06/23/97  
8239 M TW 12 
30-  1 30pm DAVIS J E 
MU22 10 
.3 





 DATE TO DROP W/0 'W 
06/23/97  
 8380 MT 
600T 9 00pm STUBBE J 
M1J22 10 














 600 9 00pm 
SIUBBE J MU22 1 0 










MUSIC  030A 







 DAVIS J E MU?? 
10 
.90




 LAST DATE TO 
DROP  W/O 'W 
06/03/97
 
8241 MTH, 8 15-10 15am 
CHAMPION G MU?? 1 0 
+30 Wkly




 DATE TO DROP W/O 'W' 06/23/97 
824? MTW 10 15 12 
15pm DAVIS J E MU22 1 0 
.30









3Cpm OAVISJE MU22 1 0 
.30 Witty 
hrs  by arm 
(06/16-07/23)
 LAST 
DATE  10 DROP W/O 'W 06/23/97 
 8382 
MT 600- 9 COpm
 ST TEBBE J MU22 1.0 
.30
 Wkly his by 
air 
(06/16
 -07/22) LAST 




WTh 600- 9 
00pm
 STUBBE J MU22 
10
 
.3 0 Wkly 
hrs by arr 
(06/18-07/24) LAST DATE 10 DROP W/O 
'W' 06/19/97 














MI 600- 9 COpm 
STUNT  J MEW I 0 
.30
 
Wkly hrs by arr 
(06/16-07/22)  LAS! 
DATE  TO DROP W/0 'W' 06/17/97 
 
8385 WTh 600- 9 
00pm STUBBE J 
Mt122 1 0 









INTERMEDIATE  PIANO 
Rec 
preparation
 MUSIC 31A or 308 Continued
 
improvement  of keyboard skills 
 8386 MT 
6 00- 9 00pm 
STUBBE J MU22 
.30
 
Wkly hrs by arr 
(06/16-0702)
 LAST
 DATE TO DROP W/O 'W' 
06/17/97  
 8387 
WTh 600- 9 00pm 
STUBBE J MU22 10 
.10 Wkly 
hrs  by arr 
(06/18.07/24)
 









If you are 
blocked
 
from  enrolling in a class
 
because  you 
have not met the prerequisite, 
contact
 the 











must  have been 
completed with




























 W/O W 
06/03/97  




 Avs by arr 
(06/16-07/23)
 LAST 
DATE  TO DROP W/O W 
06/23/97  
MUSIC 0321 BEGINNING VOICE 
Rec preparation MUSIC 
032A  Continuation 
of
 MUSIC 32A 




Wkly hrs by art 
(06/02-06/13)
 LAST DATE TO DROP WIG W 
. 06/03/97 






 hrs by 
arr 
(06/16-07/23)  LAST 
DATE TO DROP W/O W 
06/23/97
 
MUSIC 036 GUITAR 
Beginning  course in guitar open to all interested
 students 
8249 MTW 8 15-10 




Wkly firs by arr 
106/16-07/23) LAST DATE TO DROP
 WIG W 06/23/97 
MUSIC 045 SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 
Rec preparation ability to 
play  a standard
 symphonic instrument Study and 
performance
 of symphonic 
orchestra
 
repertoire  of all styles and periods Group 
participation









hrs  by arr 
(00/30-07)21)
 LAST DATE 
TO 
DROP
 W/O 'W 
07/02/97  
MUSIC 053 INSTRUMENTAL 
CHAMBER  MUSIC ENSEMBLE 
Rec preparation ability to play a 
standard
 symphonic instrument Study and 
performance
 of chamber ensemble repertoire 
Credit/No Credit Option 
 8388 MTW 7 CO -10 00pm DAVIS J E 
MU14 10 
.3.0 Wkly hrs by arr 
(00/16-07/23)
 LAST 




NS 015 HUMAN NUTRITION 
Basic scientific 
principles
 as they apply to human nutrition Designed for the student 
with no scientific 
background
 Meets the
 Area E 
Understanding  8 Development, 
General Education 
requirement for 
Calif State Univ and the nutrition requirement
 
for  
SJSU Nursing Program Credit/No 
Credit Option 
8251 TWTh 10 30- 1 30pm 
RUSSO  D 
AAS16 30 
(06/17-07/24)
 LAST DATE TO DROP W/O 'W 
06/24/97  
8252 
Wkly hrs by arr 
RUSSO D 
IV 30 
(06/17-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O W 06/23/97 
NOTE Sect 8252 is a College by Television Course available through the 
College Library and over cable IV 
Videos are 
also available to 
rent  









NOTE: There will he a trim 
Paraiepai  Open House / information 
Session on 




 contact Is Clam 
Dodd-Spohn,









 Substantive topics will 
include  
administrative  delegation of 
power, rule 
making, agency discretionary 
powers,  
remedies,  and 
ludicial  
review  




preparation,  and 
administrative
 
and iudicial  
appeals  
 8391 MW 








Prep  ENGL 001A AND PARA 022 and 




 supervision, in legal
 dept or law office Credit/No
 
Credit  Only 
 8392 MW 




0 Wkly Ms by arr 
(06/02-07/09)
 LAST DATE TO 
DROP
 W/O 'W 0644/97 
internship  packets 












 May 1, 1997 
PARA 






proof  of experience
 Study of dissolution.
 annulment 
8 legal separation 
8153 
118 1 00- 4 
15pm
 EKERN Y 
AAS34 30 
(06/03-07/24)
 LAST DATE 







PARA  14 
Rec preparation Engl 
1A Advanced
 legal research course where 
students
 will have 
the
 opportunity  to 












Wkly  hrs by 
arr 












provide  a 
basic  
introduction
 to the 















00-12  00pm TOM
 0 CR 5 
05 
*20 Wkly hrs 
by arr 
(06/28 07/19) LAST 
DATE
 TO 








 course will 
provide  an 
introduction




sites that can 




8394  Sat 
9 00-12 00pm 
TOM  D 
CR 5 05 
.20 Wkly hrs by 
arr 
(06/97-06/21) LAST DATE 
TO 











opportunity  to learn to operation 
litigation  
database software Credit/No Credit Only 
 8395 Sal 1 00-




his by arr 
(07/12-07/26) LAST DATE
 TO 










related to cyberspace 
Credit/No Credit Option 
8396 TTh 


















 AND USE 
Preo PKMGT
 10 Rec preparation
 Math 102 Covers 
forest fire 
behavior,  ignition 
and 












 forest tire control 










 5 00pm 
DUREEE
 M AASIO 20 
(06/16-06/20)
 LAST DATE TO 
DROP
 W/0 W 06/16/97
 This is the 








 as it pertains to water, timber, 
wildlife,  soil and air- present predica-
ment and
 future outlook 
8289 
MTWTh 8 00-10 
15am NICHOLAS 




 W/O 'W 
06/23/97 
PKMGT
 150F MOUNTAIN 
MEDICINE
 
Prep Adv First Aid or higher
 level of training or instr 
coal
 
Common injuries& illness 
encountered






Credit  Option 
8290 
Wkly hrs 








 will meet as follows Fri, 6/6/97. from 5pm-9pm. Sal. 
6/7/97, from Sam-5pm.  Sun. 
6/8/97,  from 8am-2pm 
PHILOSOPHY 
PHIL 001 






and  how they are relevant to 
solving
 






10.30-12  45pm 
CIRAULO  D 
PE 5 30 










DATE TO DROP W/O 'W 
06/18/97  
PHIL 003
 INTRODUCTION TO PROBLEMS IN 
ETHICS  
Prep Engl IA Nature of ethical decision, problems of ethics 
8 solutions to these 
problems offered by various philosophers Credit/No Credit 
Option
 
8281  MTWRIF 10 30- 1 20pm JOHNSON R 
TA28  30 
(06/16-07/11)  LAST DATE TO DROP W/0 'W 
06/19/97  
PHIL 021 WORLD PHILOSOPHERS ON DEATH 
Major 
philosphical  
questions  about death and 
the meaning of Ide from an American 
multicultural 




 Credit/No Credit Option
 
13412 
MTWTh 6 30-10 00pm CIRAULO D PE 5 30 
(06/16-07/10)
 
LAST DATE TO 
DROP  W/O 'W' 
06/18/97  
PHOTOGRAPHY 
PHOTO 001 BASIC 
PHOTOGRAPHY
 (LECTURE) 




NOTE Students enrolling in any of the following PHOTO 031 DAY LECTURE 
sections
 most ALSO enroll in one of the PHOTO 0011 DAY LAB sections and 
PHOTO 
0488
 Students MUST supply their own adiustable (non -automatic) 
focus, 
F/Stop  and 
shutter speed camera 













 Lecture and Photo 049A Application of the basic theory of 
photography  
NOTE Students MUST supply adiustable
 (f/stop and shutter speed) camera 
6283 MTW 9 00-12 0Cpm CRUMLEY M LA43 00 
.45
 Wkly hrs by arr 
(06/16-07/23)





8284 MPH 2 00- 5 00pm CRUMLEY M LA43 00 
.4 5 Wkly hrs by an 
106/16 07/23) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O W 
06/18/97  
PHOTO 049A DARKROOM 
APPARATUS AND TECHNIQUE 
Coreq Photo 001 8 COIL Additional projects in photography
 Credit/No Credit 
Option  
8285 90 Wkly hrs by art CRUMLEY M 
LA30 
1 0 
(06/16-07/23) LAST DATE TO DROP 
W/O W 
06/20/97  
PHOTO 072 ENVIRONMENTAL PORTRAITS 
Preis Photo 
031 8 Photo IL Rec 
skill 
levels  
Read -B. Writ -A. Math 102 Use
 of 











 LAST DATE TO 
DROP W/O W 
06/19/97  
PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION  - ADAPTED 
PE 1.13 ADAPTED PHYSICAL ED -RHYTHMIC 
AEROBICS  
Emphasis
 is for those with a 
temporary or permanent 
verifiable
 disability A written 
verification
 provided by a physician or other appropriate  
professional  is required 
Exercises 
to
 develop the 
cardiovascular
 and muscular systems 
8256 MTN 845 10 15am HAYNES R 
PE12 05 
106/16-08/071 LAST DATE TO DROP W/0 'W 06/24/97 
8257 
MT
 Th 10 
30-12  00pm HAYNES R PET?
 05 
(06/1608/07) LAST DATE TO 
DROP W/O 'W 06/24/07
 
PE 1.25 ADAPTED PE -WATER 
EXERCISES
 8 SWIM 
Emphasis is for those with a 
temporary or permanent 
verifiable








Exercises performed in water to 




8258 kWh 845-10 
15am
 LIGOCKI C 
POOL 05 
(06/16.08/07) LAST 





 30-12 00pm LIGOCKI C POOL 05 





PHYSICAL EDUCATION - 
AQUATICS  
PE 2.01 INNERTUBE WATER 
POLO 
Ng 
PE 2 05 Competitive type ol water 
game  




 LAST DATE TO DROP W/0 W 
06/23/97  









 LAST DATE 
TO 
DROP


































































































-BEGINNING  1 
Blare  forms 
of
 
social  dance 



























Cardiovascular  fitness 
by continuous 
rhythmic
 movements 8 
general overall 
exercises 
 8101 MTWTh 6 
















Strength. flexibility 8 
endurance





8265 MTWThF  800- 9 
50am VOLTA,  L 
OFFCMP 1 0 
(06/16-07/25)












 of Santa Clara 









 LAST DATE 
TO DROP W/O 'W 
06/23/97  
NOTE Section /8402 
Emphasis  Passing League 
First  class meeting will be in 
the gymnasium of Santa Clara
 High School 
 8403 MTWTh
 400- 7 25pm KERWIN, J 
SOCCER 1 0 
MTWTh4 00- 
725pm  HOCKEY 
(07/14-08/07)
 LAST 
DATE  TO DROP W/O W 
07/16/97
 
NOTE Section 8403 Emphasis women's soccer 
 8404
 MTWTh
 600- 9:25pm 
SILVEIRA G SOCCER 1.0 
MTWTh 600- 925pm HOCKEY  
(07/14-08/07) LAST 
DATE  TO 
DROP
 W/O 'W 
07/16/97 
NOTE-  Section 8404 Emphasis men's soccer 
 8405 MTWTh 6:30- 
9:55pm
 HANCOCK J FTBFLD 1 0 
(07/14-08/07)
 LAST DATE TO DROP W/O 'W 
07/16/97 






 AND FLEX 
Body flexibility through stretching 
exercises  
8266 
6.5  Wkly 




 LAST DATE TO DROP WIG 'W 
06/23/97
 
NOTE Section 08266- Is a College by Television course 
available  in the 
college
 library or on Channel 60 KCSM on 
MTWThF  from 7-8
 AM for 8 











or from 6.00-7.30 PM in Pb 11 





 PM Of 
600-730 PM in Pb 11 Dress for both meetings for stretch evaluation
 If 
unable to attend the required 
meetings  or for additional information phone 
(408) 
741-2420  








progressive  weight 
training  
using external weights 




(06/16-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O 'W 06/23/97 
 8406 MTWTh 600- 8.15pm HEARN L PE 9 1 0 
(06/16-07/24)
 LAST DATE TO DROP W/O 'W' 06/23/97 




 improvement Ihru use of Step F dness method 8 equipment 
8268 MTWTh 1030-12 45pm SMITH. MA 
PE 8 1 0 
(06/16-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP
 
WIG 'W' 06/23/97 
NOTE Section 08268 Class will be a step 
combo  class 
PE 4.24 FITNESS -TOTAL -MEN 
Cardiovascular 
condition,  muscular strength 
8 endurance. 8 body flexibility 
8269 MTWTh  8.00-1(1 15am





 DATE TO 
DROP  




 FITNESS -TOTAL -WOMEN 





8270 MTWTh 800-10.15am 









PHYSICAL EDUCATION - 








 of Karate 
8271
 MTWTh 10 30-12





 LAST DATE TO 
DROP
 
7//0 'W 06/23/97 
Pt 6.06 KARATE
 - INTERMEDIATE 
Skills 8 
techniques ol Karate 






 MTWTh 10 
30-12 45pm 








This course will 
present  the skills 
(kicks, 
punches, blocks,  
and stances)




 8 00-10 
15am  
MCCANN























































 that you demonstrate
 waling 
















may  also 
recommend





























PE 110 A 
sequence
 

















630- 9 50pm JONES M 
GOLF 10 












 meet at 
BladMerry
 Farm 
Goll Course, 22100 
Stevens  Creek 
Blvd , 












 ADVANCED BEGINNER TENNIS 
Rec 
preparation






























MTWTh  806-10 15am
 BRADEN D 
CRT 
E 













 sate & competent 
skin
 & scuba diving 
completing
 
field  trip will 
qualify tor Open 




















 EDUCATION - TEAM SPORTS 
8279 
MTTh  10 30-12 
30pm  RUDY 0 




(06/16-07/24)  LAST DATE TO DROP W/O 'W 
06/23/97  
PHYSICAL  SCIENCE  
PE
 4 20 
PSC 010 PHYSICAL
 SCIENCE SURVEY 
Rec preparation Math 102 A course for non- 
science
 maiors Major concepts in the 
physical  sciences trom the fields of astronomy, chemistry,
 geology & physics 
8293 MTWTh 8 00-10 15am STAFF 
SM30 30 
(06/16-07/24)
 LAST DATE TO DROP W/O W 06/23/97 
8415 MTN( 6 30- 
9 30pm STAFF 
SM34 
30 






PHYS 001 INTRODUCTION 
TO
 PHYSICS PROBLEM SOLVING 
1 
0 
Prep Math Dot 
HS trig or conc Prepare students for 
Physics
 2A & 20 or Physics 
4A, 
48
 & 4C 
8286 
MTWTh
 8 00-1115am 
PENLEY J SM47 
30 
(06/16-07/10) LAST DATE TO 
DROP 01/0 W 
06/18/97  





3A w/C & Math 38 conc Physics 1 or HS physics 
recommended  First 
of the 










(06/16-07/24)  LAST DATE TO 



















 DATE TO DROP
 W/O 'W 06/19/97 
PE 8.14 






skills in track and field 
 8409 TTh 5:00- 8:20pm CAMPBELL W TRACK 10 





 PE 8.16 or 







the skills to train





 8410 MTWTh 6:00- 





 600- 9.25pm P19 
(07/14-08/07) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O 'W 07/16/97 
PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION - INTRAMURALS 
P110.09 
INTRAMURALS




low-key  golf 
competition.  
 
8397  MT 6:30- 9:50pm JONES M GOLF 
1.0  
(06/16-08/05) LAST 
DATE  TO DROP




 meeting, on 
Mondays  the class
 will meet at 
Blackberry Farm Golf Course, 22100 Stevens Creek Blvd., Cupertino. On 
Tuesdays the class will meet at Rangeland, 225 Cottle Rd., San Jose 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION - THEORY  
PE TH 0398 SPORTS INJURY MANAGEMENT AND REHABILITATION 
Basic care, prevention and recognition of 
athletic  injuries 
POLITICAL  SCIENCE 
POLIT 001 
AMERICAN  GOVERNMENT 
Structure & functions 01 the American 






 MTWTh 1030-12.35pm WHITNEY W E 
SS52 30 
(06/16-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O W 06/23/97 
8292 MTWThE 7.30-10:05am ANDREWS P 
SS51 30 
(06/16-07/10)
 LAST DATE TO 
DROP  W/0 W 06/19/97 
 8414 MTW 6.30- 9 20pm WHITNEY 
W E SS52 30 
(06/16-07/23) LAST DATE TO 
DROP W/O W 06/23/97 
PSYCHOLOGY
  
PSYCH  001 GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY 
General psychology as 
a behavioral science 
8294 
MTWTh
 10 30-12 45pm LADD S L SS58 30 
(06/16-07/24) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O 'W 06/24/97 
 8416 MTTh 710-1000pm SCHACHAT SS58  30 
(06/16-07/24)




READ 059 SPEED AND CRITICAL READING 
Rec prep: READ 161 or READ 170. 
Reach  optimal reading speeds & improve 
comprehension.
 
8295 MTWTh 8:00-10:15am 
MITCHELL C LA32 30 
(06/16-07/24)
 LAST DATE TO DROP W/0 W - 
06/23/97  
READ 175A READING 
SKILLS 
Individualized programs for 
students  wishing to improve reading 










El Summer Yew 
1
 Ile Wel alteratese Correrwey Coact NMI 
'sow. Oa re Won ....mar ISocei 
Soo^ 
Motel  hemmed to te Dam Pro., ol
 
no 
rteorylen  aurae, and no 
ma-daloy
 
as. Catena larlawito 
455  Sas INS) no 





 t Olee M 
Neese,










eight -week  course which may be repeated









 thru the 
10th






Credit does not apply to the associate degree 
NOTE Reading 
lab is located in the library 
8296 
1 5 
Wkly hrs by 
an 











READ 1758 READING SKILLS 
Individualized  programs for students wishing to improve reading
 skills This is 
an 
eight
-week course which may be repeated
 for




may  enroll thru the 10th week of the semester Credit/No 
Credit  
Only  
Credit does not apply to the associate degree 
NOTE Reading lab is located in the library
 
8297





(06/16 - 07/21) 
NOTE
 Lab open 10 
30am-2 30pm Monday 
- Thrusday 
READ 175C READING SKILLS 
Individualized 
programs 
for students wishing to improve reading
 skills This is an 
eight
-week course which may be repeated 
for a second 1/2 unit at  mid
-semester
 
Students may enroll thru the 10th week of the semester Credit/No Credit Only 
Credit does not apply to the associate degree 
NOTE Reading lab is 
located  in the library 
8298 
15
 Wkly hrs by 
art 
LEWIS C RD LAB 05 
(06/16 - 07/24) 
NOTE Lab open 10 30am-2 30pm Monday - Thrusday 
READ 1750 READING SKILLS 
Individualized
 programs for students wishing to improve reading skills This is an 
eight -week
 course which may be repeated for a second 




 may enroll thru he 10th week of the semester Credit/No Credit Only 
Credit does not apply to the associate degree 
NOTE Reading lab 
is
 located in the library 




LEWIS C RD LAB 05 
(06/16 
- 07/24) 
NOTE Lab open 10 30am-2 30pm Monday thrusday 
SOCIOLOGY 
SOC 001 INTRODUCTION TO SOCIOLOGY 
Field 
of
 sociology as a scientific discipline Credit/No Credit Option 




(06/16-07/11) LAST DATE TO DROP W/O V' 06/19/97 
8301 MTWThf t030- 1 15pm MURPHY
 D B SS56 30 
(06/16-07/11) 
LAST  DATE TO DROP
 W/O W 
06/19/97  
SOC 020 AMERICAN RACE RELATIONS 
Experiences, problems and contemporary way of file of minority people in the U S 
This course satisfies the 3 -unit Intercultural Studies requirement for an Associate 
degree Credit/No Credit
 Option 




 DATE TO 
DROP
 W/0 W' 
06/24/97  
SPANISH 
SPAN 001A BEGINNING SPANISH 
Coreq tor day classes only Span 01 1A Grammar &pronunciation Credit/No Credit 
Option  
8302






 LAST DATE TO DROP W/O 'W 06/19/97
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Prep Span 001A Of ITS 
equiv  or 2 yrs HS Spanish, or demo lang prof Coreq for day 
classes only Span 0118 
Continuation
 of 
1A.  Credit/No Credit
 Option. 
8303 MTWTh 






DATE  TO DROP W/O W 05/23/97 
SPAN 060A BASIC SPANISH 
CONVERSATION
 AND CULTURE 
Basic  conversation 















 TO DROP W/O W  
06/23/97  
SPAN  091 DIRECTED STUDIES 
Preq Interview with instructor Rec skill levels. Read -a Writ -A, Math 102 Inves-
tigations
 of special 
interest related to, but 
net 
included




8304 30 Wkly hrs by arr 










SPEECH (014MUNICATION  
SPECH 001 PUBLIC SPEAKING 
Engl 105 is strongly recommended A basic course in speech 
communication  This 
cuorse satisfies the 3 -unit oral
 communication transfer requirement 
8307 MTWThF 1030- I 20pm FLORES-MASON LA20 30 
(06/02-06/27)  LAST DATE TO DROP W/O 'W 
06/05/97 
8308
 MTWThE 725-10 15am SANDERS PAUL
 
1A21  30 










 LAST DATE TO 
DROP




1 20pm LAXIER M 
(06/16-07/11)
 LAST DATE TO DROP W/O W 
 8419 MTTh 6 30- 9 30pm
 MILE T 
(06/02-07/10)
 LAST DATE 
TO
 DROP W/0 W 
 8420 MTTh 6 30- 9 
30pm
 HARRIS L 
(06/16-07/24)
 LAST 















SPECH 012 INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION 
Preq Engl 105 strongly recommended This course will trace the 
importance  of 
culture  and its effects on communication
 This course 
satisfies the
 3 -unit 
cultural 
diversity
 requirement for an 
associate
 degree Credit/No Credit
 Option 
8310 MTWTh 10 30-12 45pm CRANNELL E 
1A228  30 
(06/16-07/24)
 LAST DATE 
TO DROP W/O W 06/23/97 
THEATRE ARTS   




and  science 




 15am SENTENEYJ C LAIO 3.0 
(06/16-07/11)
 
LAST  DATE TO DROP
 W/O W 06/19/97 
THEM 0141I SURVEY OF FILM 
Critical  analysis of






 1 20pm SENTENEY J C
 1A10  30 
(06/16-07/11)





 CAN TAKE 
CLASSES
 
AT WEST VALLEY COLLEGE FOR FREE 
JUST FOLLOW THESE SIMPLE STEPS
 
1. Complete the concurrent enrollment form 
available




2. Complete a 
college  application, also available 
from 
West
 Valley College or your
 career center 
(high 
school





Submit  application and concurrent 





11604IPPPIIorIl  Arlo 
RaVOIRRIMIWN 
4 Register for 
classes
 Registration begins 
April 14. 
5 Purchase parking permit
 (if 
necessary) for 
session ($15), and 
visit  the West Valley 
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YOU MAY QUALIFY FOR 
A 
STUDENT GRANT 
3. ARE YOU 
A SINGLE 
HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD, 








WHAT IS YOUR TOTAL
 FAMILY INCOME, 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
6. 























otachate or CAD 
Community
 wasp canticle 
AAAS decree 
BOAS Pewee 
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 ,otat onopostre 
Yes an out 
of sone ;,1 oat 4neogettomeso 
Yes an ote of Stale 4 yea, cOOmpeotteretoty 
8. 
HOW  SURE ARE YOU OF 
YOUR MAJOR' 
SOnteethat owe 
8. WHAT IS 
THE PRIMARY REASON 
YOU DECIDED 






0 Lomas cameo*. to home 
0 
Repulenon












I I I I 




 TO WHICH  I WISH 





INTRODUCTION  TO FILM 
Evaluabion
 & analysis 
of films from Eisenstein 
to Spieterg 
 
8421  MW 7 
00-10.00pm




DRAKE V LAI 0 
.22.5 Wkly firs




 DATE TO DROP W/O W 
06/09/97  
NOTE Section 08421 is a College
 by Television course 
muscle  in the co 
liege library These videos are available 
to
 rent from 
the 
library or are 
available
 for your 
viewing




 session is 
Monday,
 June 2 7 00 pm. 
LA
 10 
Test et will be Monday June 16.
 7.00 pm, LA10 
Test 12 will be 
Monday.  June
 30, 7 
00 pm. There  will be one lecture 
meeting Wednesday July 2. 7 
00
 pm. LA 10 
The final exam 
will
 be 
Monday July 16 7 00 
pm
 LA10 
THEM 040A BEGINNING ACTING 
Acting theory & 
practice  Development of basic skills 
8313 MTWThE 1030-12 20pm 
BENGFORDJ  
TA26  3.0 
(06/16-07/25)




 THEATRE 14 -19TH CENTURIES 
Analysis & dramatization 
of





 8422 MTWThE 





(06/16-07/25) LAST DATE TO DROP 
W/O 'W' 06/23/97 
NOTE 
This
 class is by 
audition  only Therefore, it is essential  that 
all  
students anend the 
first class meeting. 
FIELD TRIPS/EXCURSIONS
 
Throughout the semester/school year, the District may 
sponsor
 
voluntary off-campus extracurricular field trips/excursions. If you 
choose to participate, be advised that 
pursuant to California Code 
of Regulations, Subchapter 5, Section
 55450, you have agreed to 
hold 
the District, ITS officers, agents and employees
 harmless from 
any and all liability or claims which
 may arise out of or in 
connection with your participation in the
 activity. 
(NANGLS IN 
RULES  AND POLICIES 
The West Valley -Mission Community College District and West 
Valley College have made every reasonable
 effort to determine 
that 
everything
 in this  class schedule is accurate. Courses and 
programs offered, together with other matters contained herein 
are subject to change without notice by the Administration of 
the West Valley
-Mission  Community College District or West 
Valley College for reasons related to student enrollment, level of 
financial support, or for 
any  other reason, at the discretion of the 
District and the College. The District and College further reserve 
the right to add, amend, or repeal any of their rules, 
regulations,
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 EDUCATION THIS 
SEMESTER,  (Mad
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18.  EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION
 
7,0 
































































between 3 and 7 years of age 
7:30 am to 1:00 pm 
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intellectual  






Sandy  LaFave, 
Philosophy 
. know 
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group of 
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2 5-700  p.m 
April II -254997 
Fashion  
Design  






evhilAtion  of Faiion 
Designs  
Illustrations, Fabnc Designs
 and Illustrations 





 and Gallery hours please 
contact  Art Gallery, 408/ 














 I red 
Gandel
 
This  small group of 
gifted singers will 
perform
 their Spring 
Concert
 
May 23.8:00 pm 
$10 at the door. 
St Edwards
 Episcopal Church, 
San Jose 
Information. 74 I 
-2464  or 741-2014 
Cr) THEATRE 
ARTS  
Theatre Road Show 
The Theatre




enlighten high school students 
from around 
the  South Bay Area. 
If you would like the Road Show 
to come to 
your
 school call 
74 I 
-2058.  









 April 18 &19 








Tu-Th 12-4:30 pm April - May 
"LOVE AND 
SEX" 
An intimate evening of 
delightful  
comedy,  poetry, and 
songs straight 




Fridays & Saturdays 
May 16,17 and 23,24 at 8:00 pm 
Thursday, May 22 at 7:00 pm 
Sunday Matinee,
 May18 at 7pm 












April  14 at 8:00 pm 
WVC Campus
 Theatre 














picnic,  lawn chair 
blanket  fnends 
& 
family 




concerts are free. Donations
 






Big Band jazz 
music








& more Bath the 
6:03









will  be Jennifer 
Davis 
(Joe Davis' 
daughter!)  of 
San
 Jose State 
Uraverstty 
Tuesday, Mry 6 at 8: I 5 pm 
$6
 at 
dys  door. 





































"Dance Caravan",  performed 
through









lazz and ethnic to 
tap 
presented by the West 
Valley  
College dancers & inivted guest 
dancers. Come loin 
the caravan! 
Friday and Saturday, April 4 & 5 
at 8:00 pm 





 General Admission 
Information  741-2524 
Olympiad 
of
 the Arts 
wvc will host its 
annual Spring 
Olympiad of the Arts Ceremony 
celebrating the 
exceptional  talents 
of South Bay high school and 
college students. 
Dance,  Piano, 
Singing, Short Stories,
 Poetry Two 
andThree
 
Dimentional line  
Art, 








May  4 at 2 p.m. 
WVC Campus 
Theatre  
Free to the 
Public  


































































 call 408 
741-2415
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Fashion  Show 
Friday 
May 9, 1997 




Valley  College 
Champagne





























































Enrollment  is 
limited, so 



























 have been 
specifically 













working  with 
children,  
parents,





study  and 






documentation  of 
children's




 embrace change 
 efficient
 ways of managing


























May  4, 1997 
West 
Valley  College 
9am
 to 5pm 
&me 
Freund
 , 1996. 
Dattrou 
Itdded flth 
jar 
